2016 Southern Region Officers & Committees

Regional Director ................................................................. Jean Dugger
Treasurer ........................................................................ Graham Stevens
Regional Secretary ............................................................. Teresa Keiger
Regional Liaisons & Fundraising ......................... Deb Curtis, Kenny Currle – North
                                                  Karen Lane, Karen Boyce – South
                                                  Des Spencer, Laura Barber – West
Web Developer ................................................................. Teresa Keiger
Communication & Volunteer Coordinator ............. Jo Ann Miksa-Blackwell

5:00 Cocktails
6:15 Dinner

Dinnertime presentation of Southern Region Grand Champions, Grand Premiers, Agility Grands, Grand HHP
and Catteries of Distinction

On The Road Again (including Memorials) ............... Cheryl Coleman
Welcome & Remarks .......................................................... Jean Dugger
Regional Exhibitor of the Year ..................................... Jean Dugger, Connie Wardlaw
Regional Outstanding Service Awards ..................... Jean Dugger, JoAnn Miksa-Blackwell
Youth Feline Education Program Award ...................... Teresa Keiger
Regional Agility Awards ................................................ Jakqui Bennett
Regional Household Pet Awards .............................. jakqui Bennett
Distinguished Merit Awards ........................................ Don Williams
Grands of Distinction Awards ...................................... Bob Goltzer
Best of Breed Awards ..................................................... Jakqui Bennett, Jean Dugger,
                                                  Teresa Keiger, JoAnn Miksa-Blackwell
Top 25 Premiership ........................................................ Sharon McKeehen-Bounds
Top 25 Kittens ............................................................... Jan Stevens
Top 25 Championship .................................................... Kenny Currle
From Jean Dugger, Regional Director
First - Congratulations to all of our award-winning CATS! And to their breeders and owners who showed them so well and love them so much! Thank you to our clubs who worked so hard and put on all the great shows this year! Thank you to all our Southern Region Judges, we are so lucky to have all of you! And thank you for joining our celebration and enjoy as we present the Southern Region’s best of the best!

Special thanks to Cheryl Coleman and Claire Wolfe (the BEST awards team), Cheryl for “On the Road Again”, Leslie Carr, Donna Wilbanks, Teresa Keiger and Sandi Lewis - they somehow pulled all this together.

Connie Wardlaw and all her team for the beautiful decorations in the banquet hall; and her donation of all the beautiful roses
To ALL of our Southern Region - who came together to make this happen! As always, you guys are the best!
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Special Thanks to
Kerry Ury for the beautiful terrarium centerpieces,
Championship Breed Awards

**Abyssinian**
Best of Breed
GC, RW RED FERNE ROLO
Fawn Male
Br/Ow: LISA & WALT KAELIN
1322.8

2nd Best of Breed
GC, RW 3JANES LAST TANGO IN PARIS
Blue Female
Br: E. KOLLER, T. KENNEDY & J. ONSTOTT
Ow: TERI KENNEDY, ELIZABETH L. KOLLER & JULIE ONSTOTT
858.15

3rd Best of Breed
GC DIVA’S ULTERIOR MOTIVE
Red Male
Br/Ow: STEPHANIE S. HALE & MATTHEW J. BAKER
690.55

American Shorthair
Best of Breed
GC, RW STEDAM AMERICAN DREAM OF CRISP
Silver Tabby-White Male
Br: DAWN SKUPIN
Ow: DAWN CRISP, JERRY CRISP, D. SKUPIN, M. SKUPIN
4697.6

2nd Best of Breed
GC, BW, NW CRISP’S CECIL KIPP OF ASHKIT
Silver Tabby-White Male
Br: L. HERMAN & DAWN & JERRY CRISP
Ow: DAWN & JERRY CRISP
1265.7

3rd Best of Breed
GC ASHKIT’S CHUNKY MONKEY
Cameo Tabby-White
Br/Ow: PEGGY PRAH
420.2

American Wirehair
Best of Breed
GC, RW BIRJANJI’S NIGHT MOVES OF JAMIS
Silver Tabby-White Female
Br: ROGERS & KRAMANEK
Ow: JUDITH A. BEMIS
493.15

Balinese - Javanese
Best of Breed
GC, BW RAKISCATS HAGAL
Chocolate Silver Lynx Point Male
Br/Ow: CATHY GALFO
701.05

Birman
Best of Breed
GC WHITESOX KATIE SIOUX
Seal Tabby Point Female
Br: K. HELMOLD & S. FAUST
Ow: KAREN LANE & SANDY FAUST
607.25

Bombay
Best of Breed
GC, RW IMPROMPTU’S SHERMIE OF THE DARKSIDE
Female
Br: DEBORAH CURTIS, LESSEE
Ow: DEBORAH LYNN CURTIS & L. WILLIS
2182.9

British Shorthair
Best of Breed
GC TRUEBRIT WHISKEYRIVER OF BEANSIDhes
Cream Mackerel Tabby Male
Br: COLIN & JO CORNWALL
Ow: KATHLEEN LAWTON, JO CORNWALL & CRAIG THOELE
119

Burmese
Best of Breed
GC, RW HEX’S PRIDE BODROUX
Sable Male
Br: KATHY & DON RIEK
Ow: K. & D. RIEK & J. LANCASTER
1501.35

2nd Best of Breed
GC AHAVA-BURMS EARTHA KITT KAT
Sable Female
Br: J., E. & M. HERR
Ow: JENNIFER HERR, MICHAEL J.V. HERR & ELIZABETH D. HERR
437.8

3rd Best of Breed
GC PANTHAT RB CHOCOLATE CHERRY CORDIAL
Sable Female
Br: KAREN THOMAS & J., E. & M. HERR
Ow: BETH YOAKUM
100.8

Chartreux
Best of Breed
GC MAISON DUKAT GALILEO OF GALLOIS
Male
Br: MARK & LINDA HUMPAGE
Ow: DOUGLAS WELSH & CHRIS ROSENFIELD
168.05

2nd Best of Breed
CH GATO AZUL’S ITO
Male
Br: ROSENFIELD, SWEETERS & WELSH
Ow: CHRISTINE ROSENFIELD
152.3

3rd Best of Breed
CH GATO AZUL’S JASON
Male
Br/Ow: CHRISTINE ROSENFIELD
145.15

Colorpoint Shorthair
Best of Breed
GC, BW, RW PENELANE HOLLY GO LIGHTLY
Chocolate Tortie Point Female
Br/Ow: MICHELE LUKIC
1467.5

Cornish Rex
Best of Breed
GC BARMONT’S PAINTED PONY
Black-White Female
Br: BOB BARATTO & HEATHER HERMANY
Ow: BOB BARATTO, HEATHER HERMANY & ALONSO OSORIO
755.85

2nd Best of Breed
GC KAYLEE’S RAINBOW KISSES
Tortoiseshell White Female
Br: KAITLYN PRITCHARD & KAY WENTLING
Ow: KATHLEEN C. WENTLING & KATHY PRITCHARD
357.85

3rd Best of Breed
GC KAYLEE’S STARR
Gold-Eyed White Female
Br: K. & K. PRITCHARD & K. WENTLING
Ow: KAITLYN PRITCHARD & KATHY PRITCHARD
293

Devon Rex
Best of Breed
GC, RW KARMACATZ CRICKET OF BELLSHIRE
Silver Mackerel Tabby Female
Br: LINDA & SUSAN PETERSON
Ow: LINDA PETERSON & MELANIE BELL
1803.15

Egyptian Mau
Best of Breed
GC, BW, NW EMALU’S STRIKE A POSE OF EMALUE
Silver Female
Br: MELANIE MORGAN & LAURIE COUGHLAN, LESSEE
Ow: TIMOTHY B. FOWLER
5971.5
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2nd Best of Breed
GC, NW MAUTRIX SOLAR ECLIPSE
Silver Male
Br/Ow: LAURIE COUGHLAN
4869.15

3rd Best of Breed
GC, BW, NW EMAUGE DE BEERS
Silver Male
Br: TIM FOWLER & PATRICIA SUMMERS
Ow: PATRICIA SUMMERS & TIMOTHY B. FOWLER
550.35

European Burmese
Best of Breed
GC, RW JAMIS OLIVER TWIST
Cream Male
Br: J. A. BEMIS & M. AUSPITZ
Ow: JUDITH A. BEMIS
202.95

2nd Best of Breed
GC JAMIS OOH HELLO DOLLY OF CHER-PER
Lilac Tortie Female
Br: J. A. BEMIS & M. AUSPITZ
Ow: CHERYL COLEMAN, PERRY D. COLEMAN & JUDITH A. BEMIS
125.4

Exotic
Best of Breed
GC, NW, AG PERZOT R2 AKA BRUTUS
Brown Tabby Male
Br: DAVID J. & SHIRLEY C. PEET and S. FEDORENKO
Ow: SHIRLEY PEET, DAVID J. PEET & SARAH C. SIEFFERT
5498.75

2nd Best of Breed
GC, NW SAN-FE RUBINO OF PERZOT
Red Mackerel Tabby Male
Br: SVETLANA FEDORENKO
Ow: S. FEDORENKO & DAVID & SHIRLEY PEET
2361.55

3rd Best of Breed
GC, NW ASLANSPAW NICODEMUS ALOYSIUS
Brown Tabby-White Male
Br/Ow: DONNA HUGHES ENSOR
1223.95

Manx
Longhair
Best of Breed
GC, RW KATSKANS BELLA OF KYETRAK
Calico Female
Br: SUSAN MURPHY
Ow: SHARON MURPHY & DONNA ANDREWS
273.35

Manx
Shorthair
Best of Breed
CH BECKN BLUE BELLE OF KATSKANS
Blue Tabby-White Female
Br: LINDA D. BECK
Ow: SHARON MURPHY, LINDA D. BECK & DONNA ANDREWS
128.25

Ocicat
Best of Breed
GC, RW, AW IRUSKHA ODIN
Chocolate Spotted Male
Br: CATHERINE KENNEDY & PATRICIA ARNOLD
Ow: CATHERINE KENNEDY, PATRICIA ARNOLD & L. HASLOW
2395.25

2nd Best of Breed
GC DREAMSONG SKY WATCH
Blue Spotted Male
Br/Ow: DAEDRA MARSHALL
130.1

Oriental
Shorthair
Best of Breed
GC, RW LEGGS VIOLET DAWN OF CHER-PER
Lavender Tickled Tabby Female
Br: L. VON EGIDY & C. MALLARY
Ow: CHERYL COLEMAN, PERRY D. COLEMAN & L. VON EGIDY
111.4

Persian
Solid Color
Best of Breed
GC JONTI SUNRISE
Red Male
Br: J. GRECCO & T. REAVES
Ow: T.L. REAVES & J.R. GRECCO
131.35

2nd Best of Breed
GC I-CATCHERS MARSHMALLOW OF VIGNE
Copper-Eyed White Male
Br/Ow: JANE LAMAS
101.2

Persian
Tabby
Best of Breed
GC BELCATS SUMMER TIME BLUES
Blue Mackerel Tabby Male
Br/Ow: DIANA BELFATTO & ROBERT BELFATTO
324.5

2nd Best of Breed
GC TEHY SOUTHERN BELLE
Brown Mackerel Tabby Female
Br/Ow: TERRY HYDE
116.5

Persian
Parti-Color
Best of Breed
GC BELCATS SATIN DOLL
Tortoiseshell Female
Br/Ow: DIANA BELFATTO & ROBERT BELFATTO
477.45

2nd Best of Breed
GC CUZZOE OLIVE OF MORO
Tortoiseshell Female
Br: JUSTIN PELLETIER & ERIC VALENCIA
Ow: JUSTIN L. PELLETIER, ANNE NENIN & ERIC A. VALENCIA
375.9

3rd Best of Breed
GC VONN-BLISS SUMMERTIME OF SNOOKSY
Tortoiseshell Female
Br: VIRGINIA VAUGHAN
Ow: S.H. NUNLEY
312.7

Persian
Calico & Bi-Color
Best of Breed
GC, RW VELVETKIST DESIGNER GENES
Cream-White Male
Br/Ow: NORALYN HEISIG
1195.35
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2ND Best of Breed
GC, GP SEDER RENNES BOLERO OF PARADISO
Black-White Male
Br: PEGGY M. HUFFMAN & BOBBY HUFFMAN
Ow: MICHAEL H. PIZIALI & RITCHIE M. TINDALL
442.3

3RD Best of Breed
GC BELCATS SUMMER WIND
Dilute Calico Female
Br/Ow: DIANA BELFATTO & ROBERT BELFATTO
233.6

Persian
Himalayan
Best of Breed
GC, NW GROVEWOOD BOURBON STREET
Seal Lynx Point Male
Br/Ow: DANIELLE GRIGGS & CAROLINE GRIGGS
1911.4

2ND Best of Breed
GC KOPY KAPP MAGNOLIA
Blue Cream-Lynx Point Female
Br: JERILYN KAPP
Ow: JERILYN KAPP & KOLE KAPP
596.85

3RD Best of Breed
GC NAHFOURA’S AND I LOVE HER
Tortie Point Female
Br/Ow: KAREN H. RAKES & ALAN ANTHONY RAKES
361.55

Ragamuffin
Best of Breed
GC, BW, RW RIVNDELLRAGS PANDORA
OF RAGTIME
Calico Female
Br: JUDITH MORRISON
Ow: LAURA GREGORY
1173.45

Russian Blue
Best of Breed
GC, BW, RW TSAR BLU’S ZEVA OF GRISAILLE
Female
Br: DONNA FULLER & TASHIA LYONS
Ow: KAREN BOYCE & DAVID BOYCE
1725.45

Selkirk Rex
Shorthair
Best of Breed
GC HIGHLANDKATZ TWISTED WHISKERS
Blue Male
Br: L. BARBER, D. TAYLOR & D. BOVE
Ow: LAURA BARBER
209

Siamese
Best of Breed
GC, RW ALEXY APHRODITE OF BIJOUX
Seal Point Female
Br: DIANNE & BRUCE ALEXY
Ow: MELISSA HAYDEN
565.8

2ND Best of Breed
GC TAMAGO SERENA
Chocolate Point Female
Br: BARBARA J. FRAZIER
Ow: BARBARA FRAZIER
194.05

Singapura
Best of Breed
GC, RW SAYANG M’S PRINCESA LEA
Sepia Agouti Female
Br: WEBB, WHITE, VEGA & POLLOCK
Ow: WILSON VEGA & DOUGLAS POLLOCK
1169.7

2ND Best of Breed
GC SAYANG M’S Y PITORRO
Sepia Agouti Male
Br: WEBB, WHITE, VEGA & POLLOCK
Ow: WILSON VEGA & DOUGLAS POLLOCK
138.5

Tonkinese
Best of Breed
GC, BW, RW MINKITTY LIMONCELLO
OF AQUABELLA
Champagne Mink Female
Br: NANCY ANN MIKITA
Ow: CATHERINE MCNEESE & ERIC ALLEN WHITE
3274.45

2ND Best of Breed
GC, RW BEAU CHAT FOREVER BLUE
Blue Mink Female
Br: BOBBIE RUBEL
Ow: ROBERTA RUBEL
1018.45

3RD Best of Breed
GC, RW, AW WAN-LEA BOND GIRL SOLITAIRE
Champagne Point Female
Br: BOB & CLAIRE DUBIT & WANDA MARTIN
Ow: WANDA MARTIN, CLAIRE DUBIT, BOB DUBIT & DONNA CLAS
837.7

Turkish Angora
Best of Breed
GC, RW, AG SPUNKEPAWZ FASTLANE
Silver Patched Spotted Tabby-White Female
Br: S. SIEFFERT, S. COUSINEAU & R. ZINCK
Ow: DAVID J. PEET & SARAH SIEFFERT
1034.9
### Abyssinian
- **Best of Breed**
  - CH, RW ZEHNDER’S ARYA UNDERFOOT
  - Blue Female
  - Br: MONICA ZEHNDER & SUE VANDE SANDE, LESSEE
  - Ow: TERI KENNEDY, ELIZABETH L KOLLER & JULIE ONSTOTT
  - 681.1

### American Shorthair
- **Best of Breed**
  - GC CRISP AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSE KIPP
  - Silver Patched Tabby-White Female
  - Br/Ow: DAWN & JERRY CRISP
  - 645.4

### Bombay
- **Best of Breed**
  - GC, RW IMPROMPTU’S SHERMIE OF THE DARKSIDE
  - Female
  - Br: DEBORAH CURTIS, LESSEE
  - Ow: DEBORAH LYNN CURTIS & W. L. WILLIS
  - 313.75

### Burmilla-Shorthair
- **Best of Breed**
  - GP KITZN BOHANNAN
  - Brown Tipped Neuter
  - Br: KEITH KIMBERLIN & K. BARIE, LESSEE
  - Ow: JUDITH L. SMALSER & PAUL J. SMALSER
  - 311.3

### Birman
- **Best of Breed**
  - CH PANTHAT CHESAPEAKE OF ELESSAR
  - Sable Female
  - Br: KAREN THOMAS
  - Ow: VIVIAN BAYLOR
  - 406

### British Shorthair
- **Best of Breed**
  - CH KELCOBBER BLUE BERRY TART
  - Blue-cream Female
  - Br/Ow: CHERYL KELLY
  - 727.4

### Chartreux
- **Best of Breed**
  - RW MABUHAY LIZET
  - Female
  - Br/Ow: CARLA BIZZELL
  - 1171.65

### Colorpoint Shorthair
- **Best of Breed**
  - GC, BW, RW PENELANE HOLLY GO LIGHTLY
  - Chocolate-Tortie Point Female
  - Br/Ow: MICHELE LUKIC
  - 679.6

### Cornish Rex
- **Best of Breed**
  - GP, RW KAYLEE’S GOOD-TIMECHARLIE OF KAYBILL
  - Black Neuter
  - Br: KATHY PRITCHARD & KAY WENTLING
  - Ow: KATHLEEN C. WENTLING & KATHY PRITCHARD
  - 724.3

### Devon Rex
- **Best of Breed**
  - GP STEADHAM I LOVE LUCY
  - Silver Mackerel Tabby-White Spay
  - Br/Ow: CYNTHIA STEADHAM
  - 491.85

### Egyptian Mau
- **Best of Breed**
  - CH, BW, NW EMAU’S STRIKE A POSE OF EMAGUA
  - Silver Female
  - Br: MELANIE MORGAN & LAURIE COUGHLAN, LESSEE
  - Ow: TIMOTHY B. FOWLER
  - 1713.25

### European Burmese
- **Best of Breed**
  - CH, RW JAMIS OLIVER TWIST
  - Cream Male
  - Br: J.A. BEMIS & M. AUSPITZ
  - Ow: JUDITH A. BEMIS
  - 1185.4

---

### Kitten Breed Awards

#### Abyssinian
- **2nd Best of Breed**
  - 3JANES TANGLED UP IN BLUE
  - Blue Male
  - Br: K. KOLLER, T. KENNEDY & J. ONSTOTT
  - Ow: TERI KENNEDY, ELIZABETH L KOLLER & JULIE ONSTOTT
  - 1111.55

#### American Shorthair
- **3rd Best of Breed**
  - GC, RW RED FERNE ROLO
  - Fawn Male
  - Br/Ow: LISA & WALTER KAELIN
  - 336.55

#### Bombay
- **2nd Best of Breed**
  - GC MAIKIKI MARA JADE OF THE DARKSIDE
  - Female
  - Br: MARIE DENOYER
  - Ow: MARIE DENOYER & DEBORAH LYNN CURTIS
  - 234.05

#### Burmilla-Shorthair
- **3rd Best of Breed**
  - GC, RW ZEHNDER’S ARYA UNDERFOOT
  - Brown Tipped Neuter
  - Br: KEITH KIMBERLIN & K. BARIE, LESSEE
  - Ow: JUDITH L. SMALSER & PAUL J. SMALSER
  - 311.3

#### British Shorthair
- **2nd Best of Breed**
  - CH GATO AZUL’S JASON
  - Male
  - Br/Ow: CHRISTINE ROSENFIELD
  - 685.85

#### Chartreux
- **3rd Best of Breed**
  - RW MABUHAY JALAPENO
  - Male
  - Br/Ow: CARLA BIZZELL
  - 316.25

#### Colorpoint Shorthair
- **3rd Best of Breed**
  - GC, BW, RW PENELANE HOLLY GO LIGHTLY
  - Chocolate-Tortie Point Female
  - Br/Ow: MICHELE LUKIC
  - 679.6

#### Cornish Rex
- **2nd Best of Breed**
  - MELKATZ CREME DE VIOLETTE
  - Lilac Female
  - Br/Ow: LINDA A. PETERSON & SUSAN PETERSON
  - 116.8

#### Egyptian Mau
- **2nd Best of Breed**
  - KARMA'CATZ JUST BEE ’N BART
  - Chocolate Silver Mackerel Tabby-White Male
  - Br: LINDA & SUSAN PETERSON
  - Ow: LINDA A. PETERSON & SUSAN PETERSON
  - 116.8

#### European Burmese
- **3rd Best of Breed**
  - CH, RW JAMIS OLIVER TWIST
  - Cream Male
  - Br: J.A. BEMIS & M. AUSPITZ
  - Ow: JUDITH A. BEMIS
  - 1185.4

---

### Additional Information
- **Br/Ow:** Br = Breeder, Ow = Owner
- **G C:** Grand Champion
- **R W:** Regular Winner
- **3 J:** 3rd Best of Breed
Japanese Bobtail
Shorthair
AM WYNDCHYMES ZIPLINE
Cream White Male
Br: K. BISHOP, J. ARCHIBALD & V. CRAWFORD
Ow: KAREN J. BISHOP, LYNN K. SEARCH, VANADIS CRAWFORD & JILL ARCHIBALD
136.65
2nd Best of Breed
GC, RW SEMPERCOONS MASON OF BURNBRAE
Red Tabby-White Male
Br: JEFF & CHERYL HOLMES AND M. COLE
Ow: LYN KNIGHT AND JEFF & CHERYL HOLMES
978.9
3rd Best of Breed
GC, RW LEGGS VIOLET DAWN OF CHER-PER
Lavender ticked Tabby Female
Br: L. VON EGIDY & C. MALLARY
Ow: CHERYL COLEMAN, PERRY D. COLEMAN & L. VON EGIDY
956.2
2nd Best of Breed
GC, RW SEPHUS DAZZLING OF TAMAGO
Lavender Spotted Tabby Male
Br: DEE JOHNSON & CONNIE ROBERTS
Ow: BARBARA BRAZIER
519.15
3rd Best of Breed
GC, RW QUINCESS TINY DANCER
Ebony ticked Tabby-White Spay
Br/Ow: NANCY FRANK
184.55
2nd Best of Breed
GC, RW SUNLITAMORE OL OF PARADISO
Black-White Neuter
Br: PEGGY M. HUFFMAN & BOBBY HUFFMAN
Ow: MICHAEL H. PIZIALI & RITCHIE M. TINDALL
513.65
3rd Best of Breed
GC, RW SUNLITAMORE OL OF PARADISO
Lavender Tabby-White Neuter
Br: SUE BLOOMQUIST
Ow: ALFRED TORO
371.55
2nd Best of Breed
GC, RW SUNLITAMORE OL OF PARADISO
Orange-White Male
Br: JERILYN & KOLE KAPP
Ow: JERILYN KAPP
533.7
3rd Best of Breed
GC, RW SUNLITAMORE OL OF PARADISO
Flame Point Male
Br/Ow: JUDY L. HARPER & HAL HARPER
371.55

Oriental Shorthair
Best of Breed
GC, RW SEPHUS DAZZLING OF TAMAGO
Lavender Spotted Tabby Male
Br: DEE JOHNSON & CONNIE ROBERTS
Ow: BARBARA BRAZIER
519.15
3rd Best of Breed
GC, RW SEPHUS DAZZLING OF TAMAGO
Lavender Tabby-White Neuter
Br: SUE BLOOMQUIST
Ow: ALFRED TORO
371.55
2nd Best of Breed
GC, RW SEPHUS DAZZLING OF TAMAGO
Orange-White Male
Br: JERILYN & KOLE KAPP
Ow: JERILYN KAPP
533.7
3rd Best of Breed
GC, RW SEPHUS DAZZLING OF TAMAGO
Flame Point Male
Br/Ow: JUDY L. HARPER & HAL HARPER
371.55

Exotic
Best of Breed
GC, NW, AG PERZOT R2 AKA BRUTUS
Brown Tabby Male
Br: TABATHA METCALF & MIKE PERKINS
Ow: LAURA GREGORY, TABATHA METCALF & MIKE PERKINS
1135.49
2nd Best of Breed
GC, RW, AC PURR ELLI ONE LOVE OF RAGTIME CATS
Tortoiseshell Female
Br: S. JEAN BROWN
Ow: MARILEE GRISWOLD & BETH FEININGER
538.2
3rd Best of Breed
GC, RW, AC PURR ELLI ONE LOVE OF RAGTIME CATS
Calico Female
Br: CATHERINE KENNEDY, L. HASLOW & P. ARNOLD
Ow: PATTY ARNOLD & CATHY KENNEDY
101.7
2nd Best of Breed
GC, RW, AC PURR ELLI ONE LOVE OF RAGTIME CATS
Calico Persian Female
Br: SHEREL SEXTON
Ow: SUSAN MURPHY & DONNA ANDREWS
1181.9
3rd Best of Breed
GC, RW, AC PURR ELLI ONE LOVE OF RAGTIME CATS
Calico & Bi-Color
Br/Ow: NANCY FRANK
Ow: PATRICIA LICHTENBERG & L. CARR
553.35

Persian
Best of Breed
JUDE THANKURLUCKYSTARS
Flame Point Male
Br/Ow: JUDY L. HARPER & HAL HARPER
371.55
2nd Best of Breed
JUDE THANKURLUCKYSTARS
Chinchilla Male
Br/Ow: PATRICIA LICHTENBERG & L. CARR
553.35
3rd Best of Breed
JUDE THANKURLUCKYSTARS
Black Smoke Male
Br/Ow: PATRICIA LICHTENBERG & L. CARR
401.95

Maine Coon Cat
Best of Breed
GC, RW SEMPERCOONS MASON OF BURNBRAE
Red Tabby-White Male
Br: JEFF & CHERYL HOLMES AND M. COLE
Ow: LYN KNIGHT AND JEFF & CHERYL HOLMES
978.9
2nd Best of Breed
JUDE THANKURLUCKYSTARS
Flame Point Male
Br/Ow: JUDY L. HARPER & HAL HARPER
371.55
3rd Best of Breed
JUDE THANKURLUCKYSTARS
Chinchilla Male
Br/Ow: PATRICIA LICHTENBERG & L. CARR
401.95

Persian Calico & Bi-Color
Best of Breed
CH SHEVELLE WILDFIRE
Calico Persian Female
Br/Ow: SHEREL SEXTON
606.75
2nd Best of Breed
CH SHEVELLE WILDFIRE
Calico Persian Female
Br/Ow: SHEREL SEXTON
513.65
3rd Best of Breed
CH SHEVELLE WILDFIRE
Calico Persian Female
Br/Ow: SHEREL SEXTON
338.5

Persian Himalayan
Best of Breed
CH PALMETTO’S GALVESTON
Shell Cameo Male
Br/Ow: PATRICIA LICHTENBERG & L. CARR
255.9
3rd Best of Breed
CH PALMETTO’S FIRETHORN
Shell Cameo Male
Br/Ow: PATRICIA LICHTENBERG & LESLIE ANN CARR
255.9

Persian Silver & Golden
Best of Breed
RW SIMBAKUI DAZZLING DESIGN
Chinchilla Male
Br/Ow: TRACY SMITH
979.5
2nd Best of Breed
RW SIMBAKUI DAZZLING DESIGN
Chinchilla Male
Br/Ow: PATRICIA LICHTENBERG & L. CARR
553.35
3rd Best of Breed
RW SIMBAKUI DAZZLING DESIGN
Chinchilla Male
Br/Ow: PATRICIA LICHTENBERG & L. CARR
401.95

Havana Brown
Best of Breed
GC XOCOL KISS ME KATE
Female
Br/Ow: M.M. DUCHARME & F.A. O’CONNOR
402.9
2nd Best of Breed
GC XOCOL KISS ME KATE
Female
Br/Ow: M.M. DUCHARME & F.A. O’CONNOR
234.55
3rd Best of Breed
GC XOCOL KISS ME KATE
Female
Br/Ow: M.M. DUCHARME & F.A. O’CONNOR & JORIE GRACEN
179.15

Ocicat
Best of Breed
GC IRUSKHA ZEUS
Chocolate Spotted Male
Br: C. KENNEDY, L. HASLOW & P. ARNOLD
Ow: PATTY ARNOLD & CATHY KENNEDY
438.75
2nd Best of Breed
GC IRUSKHA ZEUS
Chocolate Spotted Male
Br: C. KENNEDY, L. HASLOW & P. ARNOLD
Ow: PATTY ARNOLD & CATHY KENNEDY
388.65
3rd Best of Breed
GC IRUSKHA ZEUS
Chocolate Spotted Male
Br: C. KENNEDY, L. HASLOW & P. ARNOLD
Ow: PATTY ARNOLD & CATHY KENNEDY
348.75

Persian Smoke & Shaded
Best of Breed
CH PALMETTO’S GALVESTON
Black Smoke Male
Br/Ow: PATRICIA LICHTENBERG & L. CARR
553.35
2nd Best of Breed
CH PALMETTO’S GALVESTON
Black Smoke Male
Br/Ow: PATRICIA LICHTENBERG & L. CARR
513.65
3rd Best of Breed
CH PALMETTO’S GALVESTON
Black Smoke Male
Br/Ow: PATRICIA LICHTENBERG & L. CARR
468.95

Manx-Longhair
Best of Breed
GC, RW KATSKANS BELLA OF KYETRAK
Calico Female
Br: SUSAN MURPHY
Ow: SUSAN MURPHY & DONNA ANDREWS
1181.9
2nd Best of Breed
GC, RW KATSKANS BELLA OF KYETRAK
Calico Female
Br: SUSAN MURPHY
Ow: SUSAN MURPHY & DONNA ANDREWS
1181.9
3rd Best of Breed
GC, RW KATSKANS BELLA OF KYETRAK
Calico Female
Br: SUSAN MURPHY
Ow: SUSAN MURPHY & DONNA ANDREWS
101.7

Persian Solid Color
Best of Breed
GC I-CATCHERS MARSHMALLOW
Flame Point Male
Br/Ow: JUDY L. HARPER & HAL HARPER
371.55
2nd Best of Breed
GC I-CATCHERS MARSHMALLOW
Flame Point Male
Br/Ow: JUDY L. HARPER & HAL HARPER
326.7
Kitten Breed Awards

2ND Best of Breed
PIROTINI PEPE OF CHATABELLA
Red Male
Br: TONI PIRONTI
Ow: TONI PIRONTI, JOSEPH DEUTSCH & KERRY J. URY
159.7

3RD Best of Breed
CH SAMLILAH MOZART’S REQUIEM
Black Male
Br/Ow: RHONDA T. VALDEZ & RANDY BISH
150.55

3rd Best of Breed
AMBER SNOW COOKIE MONSTER
Blue Mackerel Tabby-White Male
Br/Ow: MARILEE GRISWOLD
148.5

2nd Best of Breed
RW LUSELL’S DREAM CATCHER
Blue Tabby Female
Br: L. L. & S. HOLLABAUGH
Ow: SHELBY HOLLABAUGH & LUCIA H. HOLLABAUGH
1601.6

2nd Best of Breed
AMBER SNOW OREO
Black-White Female
Br/Ow: MARILEE GRISWOLD
1064.3

3rd Best of Breed
SAMULAH JESSIE’S GIRL
Brown Patched Tabby Female
Br/Ow: RHONDA T. VALDEZ & RANDY BISH
151.75

2nd Best of Breed
AMBER SNOW COOKIE MONSTER
Blue Mackerel Tabby-White Male
Br/Ow: MARILEE GRISWOLD
148.5

2nd Best of Breed
SAMULAH JESSIE’S GIRL
Brown Patched Tabby Female
Br/Ow: RHONDA T. VALDEZ & RANDY BISH
151.75

Ragdoll
Best of Breed
OAKSIDE’S FIRST EDITION
Blue Point-White Female
Br: M. KING, A. WRIGHT & TERI SPENCER
Ow: TERI SPENCER, A. WRIGHT & M. KING
100.65

2nd Best of Breed
AMBER SNOW OREO
Black-White Female
Br/Ow: MARILEE GRISWOLD
1064.3

Siamese
Best of Breed
GC HOTZCATS BAXTER OF FUTOMAKI
Chocolate Point Male
Br: SANDY DRUMMOND & THERESA HOTZ
Ow: STEVEN A. WYMER, CATHY CICERELLO & DEBRA NOGGLE
473

Russian Blue
Best of Breed
GP, RW VALNIKA JACQUES OF GRISAILLE
Neuter
Br: VALARIE & WILLY WILLIAMSON
Ow: KAREN BOYCE & DAVID BOYCE & VALARIE J. WILLIAMSON & WILLY WILLIAMSON
1040.3

2nd Best of Breed
AMBER SNOW OREO
Black-White Female
Br/Ow: MARILEE GRISWOLD
1064.3

2nd Best of Breed
GP LANTHA LIGHT MY FIRE
Seal Point Neuter
Br: BANKOS, LICHTENSTEIN & CRAWEN
Ow: LANNIE COLEMAN-BANKOS
292.35

3rd Best of Breed
GC, NW SEAFLOWER’S REMINGTON ROSE
Platinum Point Male
Br: CLINTON & DEBORAH PARKER
Ow: CLINTON PARKER & DEBORAH PARKER
2045.55

3rd Best of Breed
GC, NW PINUPCATS SUPA DUSA FLY OF KUORI
Black-White Female
Br: CYNDEE HILL
Ow: PAOLO CARNEVALETTI, CYNDEE HILL & SOPHIA STAPLES
3037.95

2nd Best of Breed
PINUPCATS MY BERET OF CHATEAU BARE
Black-White Female
Br: CYNDEE HILL
Ow: CYNDEE HILL & HEATHER LIGHTNER
265.55

3rd Best of Breed
GP, NW, AW WAN-LEA BOND BOY BOND JAMES BOND
Champagne Mink Neuter
Br: BOB DUBIT & CLAIRE DUBIT & WANDA MARTIN
Ow: WANDA MARTIN, CLAIRE DUBIT & BOB DUBIT
1469.15

Tonkinese
Best of Breed
GC, NW SEAFLOWER’S REMINGTON ROSE
Platinum Point Male
Br: CLINTON & DEBORAH PARKER
Ow: CLINTON PARKER & DEBORAH PARKER
2045.55
### Premiership Breed Awards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Best of Breed</th>
<th>2nd Best of Breed</th>
<th>3rd Best of Breed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abyssinian</td>
<td>GPD, RW RED FERNE BLUE MYSTIC OF SPRICEY</td>
<td>CH, GP CHATEAU BIR JEWEL OF MARALI</td>
<td>GP CHER-MAL'S LITTLE PRINCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td>Lilac Tabby Point Spay Br: ANN STREET Ow: MARISELA TAVAREZ 439.05</td>
<td>Blue Tabby Point Neuter Br: K. HELMOLD &amp; D. TRUSLER Ow: DONNA K. TRUSLER &amp; K. LANE 247.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Shorthair</td>
<td>GP TALETALKERS ROOK THE DECEIVER</td>
<td>GC, GP, RW PANTHAT BRANDY ALEXANDER OF ELESSAR</td>
<td>GC, GP, RW PANTHAT SOJOURNER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sable Spay Br: J., E &amp; M. HERR AND L. &amp; J. MCGREGOR Ow: CYNTHIA A. LEWIS, CONSTANCE W. WARDLAW, PRISCILLA ELDREDGE, ELIZABETH HERR &amp; JOANNE HARDEMAN 4981.45</td>
<td>Sable Spay Br: JUDY WEBB GUNBY &amp; KAREN THOMAS Ow: VIVIAN BAYLOR 1334.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Bobtail Longhair</td>
<td>GP SPICEBOX JAVA BEAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balinese - Javanese</td>
<td>GP CHERMA'KI'S PRINCE-OF-PERSIA</td>
<td>GP, RW MARYK'S ROCK SHRIMP</td>
<td>GP, RW MARYK'S ROCK SHRIMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birman</td>
<td>GPD, RW SANDESOX JUST SWEETNESS OF WHITESOX</td>
<td>GP, RW KAYLEE'S GOOD-TIMECHARLY OF KAYBILL</td>
<td>GP, RW GROVEWOOD VALENCIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornish Rex</td>
<td>GC, GP, AM KAYLEE'S BELLEROSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devon Rex</td>
<td>GP CHER-PER'S BLATRIX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exotic Longhair</td>
<td>GP, NW HEIDA FRANKLIN OF CALCAT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Burmese</td>
<td>GP STEADHAM I LOVE LUCY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egyptian Mau</td>
<td>GP, RW MAURITX SALADIN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exotic</td>
<td>GP, RP MOWLS SIMA'S NOW WHAT? OF REBKOR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korat</td>
<td>GP, NW MEOCOONS SHILAH OF DDDREAMS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine Coon Cat</td>
<td>GP, NW RALICOONS CORAL ROSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manx Shorthair</td>
<td>GP, NW KATSKANS DIXIE CRYSTAL OF KETRAK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breed</td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td>Judge</td>
<td>Owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocicat</td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td>GP, RW, AG ROCK'N' SPOTS FRIOLES CHOCOLATES</td>
<td>Chocolate Spotted Neuter Br: MIKE WAGNER &amp; KAREN HESS Ov: PETER DEAL &amp; ELIZABETH DEAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>Silver &amp; Golden</td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td>GP, CH, RW CHERRYBIRDIE CRYSTAL OF SHENSILVERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ragdoll</td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td>CH, GP PAGATOS PILLOW TALK</td>
<td>Tortie Point-White Spay Br: MARGARET KING Ov: M. KING &amp; A. WRIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphynx</td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td>GP DESTYNY DESTINED TO WIN</td>
<td>Black-White Neuter Br: C. BOHANAN, UHLER &amp; EMILY K. GREENE Ov: SUZANNE G BERNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Best of Breed</td>
<td>GP, RW AC MANGO TANGO'S KAT MAN DU OF IRUSKHA</td>
<td>Cinnamon Spotted Neuter Br: MIKE WAGNER &amp; KAREN HESS Ov: PETER DEAL &amp; ELIZABETH DEAL</td>
<td>912.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Blue</td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td>GP, RW VLNIKA JACQUES OF GRISAILLE</td>
<td>Neuter Br: VALARIE &amp; WILLY WILLIAMSON Ov: KAREN BOYCE, DAVID BOYCE, VALARIE J. WILLIAMSON &amp; WILLY WILLIAMSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Best of Breed</td>
<td>GP AG ROCK'N' SPOTS HOT TAMALE</td>
<td>Cinnamon Spotted Neuter Br: MIKE WAGNER &amp; KAREN HESS Ov: PETER DEAL &amp; ELIZABETH DEAL</td>
<td>547.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>Smoke &amp; Shaded</td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td>GC, GP, RW SUNLIT AMORE OF PARADISO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese</td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td>GP, NW ALEXY KIYOSHI</td>
<td>Blue Point Neuter Br: DIANNE &amp; BRUCE ALEXY Ov: SHERINE GATTO &amp; DAVID GATTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>Solid Color</td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td>CH, GP LUV SNOWOAKS PATRIOTS 87 THE GRONK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonkinese</td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td>GP, NW, AW WAN-LEA BOND BOY BOND JAMES BOND</td>
<td>Champagne Mink Neuter Br: BOB &amp; CLAIRE DUBIT &amp; WANDA MARTIN Ov: WANDA MARTIN, CLAIRE DUBIT &amp; BOB DUBIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian</td>
<td>Tabby</td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td>GC, GP, RW PURR BITS ' PURRISIAN PRINCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Best of Breed</td>
<td>GP, RW SAN-TOI'S DIAMOND DUST</td>
<td>Blue Point Neuter Br: DEANNE JOHNSON &amp; CONNIE ROBERTS Ov: LESLIE UNDER</td>
<td>1601.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Best of Breed</td>
<td>GP, RW, AG ROCK'N' SPOTS HOT TAMALE</td>
<td>Cinnamon Spotted Neuter Br: MIKE WAGNER &amp; KAREN HESS Ov: PETER DEAL &amp; ELIZABETH DEAL</td>
<td>547.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ragamuffin</td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td>GC, GP, BW RAGTIME CATS MINKY'S QT PIE</td>
<td>Natural Tortoiseshell Mink-White Spay Br: LAURA GREGORY Ov: LAURA &amp; JOHN GREGORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Best of Breed</td>
<td>GC, GP, RW VALNIKA JACQUES OF GRISAILLE</td>
<td>Neuter Br: VALARIE &amp; WILLY WILLIAMSON Ov: KAREN BOYCE, DAVID BOYCE, VALARIE J. WILLIAMSON &amp; WILLY WILLIAMSON</td>
<td>1709.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalian</td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td>GP, NW, AW WAN-LEA BOND BOY BOND JAMES BOND</td>
<td>Champagne Mink Neuter Br: BOB &amp; CLAIRE DUBIT &amp; WANDA MARTIN Ov: WANDA MARTIN, CLAIRE DUBIT &amp; BOB DUBIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish Angora</td>
<td>Best of Breed</td>
<td>GP, NW, AG ROCK'N' SPOTS HOT TAMALE</td>
<td>Cinnamon Spotted Neuter Br: MIKE WAGNER &amp; KAREN HESS Ov: PETER DEAL &amp; ELIZABETH DEAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Best of Breed</td>
<td>GC, GP, BW RAGTIME CATS MINKY'S QT PIE</td>
<td>Natural Tortoiseshell Mink-White Spay Br: LAURA GREGORY Ov: LAURA &amp; JOHN GREGORY</td>
<td>144.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Breed Sponsors and Messages

Championship

**Abyssinian**
GC, RW RED FERNE ROLO
Elizabeth Koller, Teri Kennedy & Julie Onstott of 3Janes Abyssinians
"The 3Janes Abyssinian Cattery would like to Congratulate this year’s Southern Stars for their achievements in the show rings. Elizabeth, Teri & Julie are proud of our Breed and our wins this year. Go Abys!"

GC, RW 3JANES LAST TANGO IN PARIS
Elizabeth Koller, Teri Kennedy & Julie Onstott of 3Janes Abyssinians
"The 3Janes Abyssinian Cattery would like to Congratulate this year’s Southern Stars for their achievements in the show rings. Elizabeth, Teri & Julie are proud of our Breed and our wins this year. Go Abys!"

GC DIVA’S ULTERIOR MOTIVE
Elizabeth Koller, Teri Kennedy & Julie Onstott of 3Janes Abyssinians
"The 3Janes Abyssinian Cattery would like to Congratulate this year’s Southern Stars for their achievements in the show rings. Elizabeth, Teri & Julie are proud of our Breed and our wins this year. Go Abys!"

**American Shorthair**
GC, RW STEDAM AMERICAN DREAM OF CRISP
Dawn and Jerry Crisp
Congratulations, Americans Rule!

GC, BW, NW CRISP’S CECIL KIPP OF ASHKIT
Dawn and Jerry Crisp
Congratulations, Americans Rule!

GC ASHKIT’S CHUNKY MONKEY
Dawn and Jerry Crisp
Congratulations, Americans Rule!

**Balinese**
GC, BW RAKISCATS HAGAL
Andrea Cobb

**Bombay**
GC, RW IMPROMPTU’S SHERMIE OF THE DARKSIDE
Deborah Curtis

GC DREAMABOUT HUCKLEBERRY
Deborah Curtis

GC, RW THE DARKSIDE’S AN’YA KURO
Deborah Curtis

**Burmese**
GC, RW HEX’S PRIDE BODROUEX
Jennifer Herr
Congratulations, we love you, Ahava-Burms Burmese.

GC AHAVA-BURMS EARTHA KITT KAT
Jennifer Herr
Congratulations, we love you, Ahava-Burms Burmese.

GC PANTHAT RB CHOCOLATE CHERRY CORDIAL
Jennifer Herr
Congratulations, we love you, Ahava-Burms Burmese.

**Colorpoint Shorthair**
GC, BW, RW PENELANE HOLLY GO LIGHTLY
Cathy Kennedy
Congratulations Michele. Always beautiful presentation from Penelane Cattery…Cathy and Linda

**Devon Rex**
GC, RW KARMACATZ CRICKET OF BELLSHIRE
Linda Peterson

**Persian-Himalayan**
GC NAHFOURS’ AND I LOVE HER
Barbara Leffler
with love from all your Purstar friends!

GC BELCATS SUMMER TIME BLUES
Jean Aldrich
You are one handsome dude, Blue! Congratulations on your breed win! Love, Auntie Jean

**Persian-Tabby**
GC BELCATS SUMMER WIND
Jean Aldrich
Way to go Sis! Love, Caliope

**Selkirk Shorthair**
GC HIGHLANDKATZ TWISTED WHISKERS
Laura Jo Barber

**Siamese**
GC, RW ALEXY APHRODITE OF BIJOUX
Sherine and David Gatao
Congratulations to a true gem of a cat for this win!

**Singapura**
GC, RW SAYANG M’S PRINCESA LEA
Wilson A. Vega & Douglas Pollock

**Tonkinese**
GC, BW, RW MINKITTY LIMONCELLO OF AQUABELLA
Nancy Mikita

**Turkish Van**
GC, RW AW WAN-LEA BOND GIRL SOLITAIRE
Nancy Mikita

**Kittens**

**Abyssinian**
CH, RW ZEHNDER’S ARYA UNDERFOOT
Elizabeth Koller, Teri Kennedy & Julie Onstott of 3Janes Abyssinians
"The 3Janes Abyssinian Cattery would like to Congratulate this year’s Southern Stars for their achievements in the show rings. Elizabeth, Teri & Julie are proud of our Breed and our wins this year. Go Abys!"

3 JANES LAST TANGO IN PARIS
Elizabeth Koller, Teri Kennedy & Julie Onstott of 3Janes Abyssinians
"The 3Janes Abyssinian Cattery would like to Congratulate this year’s Southern Stars for their achievements in the show rings. Elizabeth, Teri & Julie are proud of our Breed and our wins this year. Go Abys!"

GC, RW RED FERNE ROLO
Elizabeth Koller, Teri Kennedy & Julie Onstott of 3Janes Abyssinians
"The 3Janes Abyssinian Cattery would like to Congratulate this year’s Southern Stars for their achievements in the show rings. Elizabeth, Teri & Julie are proud of our Breed and our wins this year. Go Abys!"

**American Shorthair**
GC CRISP AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSE KIPP
Peggy Prah - Ashkit Cattery

GC CRISP AMERICAN SPIRIT KIPP
Peggy Prah - Ashkit Cattery

CH GUNSMOKE’S TACORI
Peggy Prah - Ashkit Cattery

**Birman**
GC, RW WHITESOX MOHAWK SPIRIT
Mary Myers

CH, RW SUN-SILK LOVERS EYES
Mary Myers

PR WHITESOX’S MEDICINE MAN
Mary Myers

**Bombay**
GC, RW IMPROMPTU’S SHERMIE OF THE DARKSIDE
Deborah Curtis

GC MAIKIKI MARA JADE OF THE DARKSIDE
Deborah Curtis

DREAMABOUT’S WMD AKA BUSH
Deborah Curtis

**Burmese**
CH PANTHAT CHESCAPEAKE OF ELESSAR
Jennifer Herr
Congratulations, we love you, Ahava-Burms Burmese.

PANTHAT LADY SERRATIA
Jennifer Herr
Congratulations, we love you, Ahava-Burms Burmese.

CH PANTHAT S’MORES
Jennifer Herr
Congratulations, we love you, Ahava-Burms Burmese.

**Devon Rex**
GC, RW KARMACATZ IT’S ALL ABOUT ME!
Linda Peterson

GP STEADHAM I LOVE LUCY
Linda Peterson

CURLYDOLLS CARMENE-LECTRA OF BLU PAW
Linda Peterson

**European Burmese**
GC, RW JAMIS OLIVER TWIST
Becky Mulllen

JAMIS OOH HELLO DOLLY OF CHER PER
Becky Mulllen

**Ocicat**
PR DYNAMICAT EMOJI
Blackwater Ocicats
“In memory of Catiators Firefox of Blackwater-Blackwater & Catiators Ocicats"

**Persian-Himalayan**
JUDE THANK YOUR LUCKY STARS
Lynn Knight
“Congratulations”! Lyn & Keir Knight
**Breed Sponsors and Messages**

**Persian-Smoke and Shaded**
- CH PALMETTO’S GALVESTON
  - Pat Lichtenberg
  - CONGRATULATIONS - Palmetto Cattery
- GC, GP, RW SUNLIT AMORE OF PARADISO
  - Pat Lichtenberg
  - CONGRATULATIONS - Palmetto Cattery
- CH PALMETTO’S FIRETHORN
  - Pat Lichtenberg
  - CONGRATULATIONS - Palmetto Cattery

**Selkirk Rex Longhair**
- HIGHLANDKATZ TWISTED LOVE
  - Laura Jo Barber
- HIGHLANDKATZ ACE IN THE HOLE
  - Laura Jo Barber
- HIGHLANDKATZ SON-OF-A-GAMBLING-MAN
  - Laura Jo Barber

**Selkirk Shorthair**
- GC SPELLBINDING PAUL OF HIGHLANDKATZ
  - Laura Jo Barber
- HIGHLANDKATZ TWIST OF FAITH
  - Laura Jo Barber

**Somali**
- GUNSMOKE’S KEEP ON THE SUNNYSIDE
  - Andrea Cobb

**Premiership**

**Abyssinian**
- GPD, RW RED FERNE BLUE MYSTIC OF SPRICEY
  - Sharon DeMuth
- GP SPICEBOX JAVA BEAN
  - Sharon DeMuth
- GP SPICEBOX MACE
  - Sharon DeMuth

**American Bobtail Longhair**
- GA TALETALKERS ROOK THE DECEIVER
  - Claire Wolle
  - Congratulations Judy and Rook!

**American Shorthair**
- CH, GP CATALPA’S SASSY LADY
  - Peggy Prah - Ashkit Cattery

**Burmese**
- GC, GP, NW, AC AHAVA-BURMS BABY T-RUTH OF CALCAT
  - Jennifer Herr
  - Congratulations, we love you, Ahava-Burms Burmese.
- GC, GP, RW PANTHAT BRANDY ALEXANDER OF ELESSAR
  - Jennifer Herr
  - Congratulations, we love you, Ahava-Burms Burmese.
- GC, GPD, RW PANTHAT SOJOURNER
  - Jennifer Herr
  - Congratulations, we love you, Ahava-Burms Burmese.

**Colorpoint Shorthair**
- GC, GP, RW PENELANE WHITER SHADE-OF-PALE
  - Cathy Kennedy, Iruskha Cattery
  - Congratulations... CPSH’s will always be close to my heart. This is the division and breed I started showing in CFA. You all ROCK!
- GP, RW MARYK’S ROCK SHRIMP
  - Cathy Kennedy, Iruskha Cattery
  - Congratulations... CPSH’s will always be close to my heart. This is the division and breed I started showing in CFA. You all ROCK!

**Cornish Rex**
- GP, RW KAYLEE’S GOODTIMECHARLY OF KAYBILL
  - Becky Mulllen
- GC, GP KAYLEE’S SABRINA OF KAYBILL
  - Becky Mulllen

**Devon Rex**
- GP STEADHAM’S I LOVE LUCY
  - Linda Peterson

**Exotic Longhair**
- GP, NW HEIDA FRANKLIN OF CALCAT
  - Joanne Hardeman
  - “I am so proud of Benji. He is such a good boy!”

**European Burmese**
- GP CHER-PER BELLATRIX
  - Becky Mulllen
- GC, GP, RW BONDI’S BLINKY BILL OF REBKOR
  - Becky Mulllen
- GP CHER-PER’S BLADE RUNNER
  - Becky Mulllen

**Exotic Shorthair**
- GC, GP, NW JKZOO VERA LYN
  - Eddie Goatsey
  - “Thanks for being a great role model!”
  - Eddie Goatsey

**Korat**
- GC, GP, RW MOWL SIMA’S NOW WHAT? OF REBKOR
  - Becky Mulllen

**Maine Coon Cat**
- GC, GP, RW MOOSECOONS SHILAH OF DDDREAMS
  - David Fry
  - I love my cat, Shilah!

**Ocicat**
- GP, RW, AG ROCKN’ SPOTS FRIJJOLES CHOCOLATES
  - Sonja Moscoffian
- GP, AG ROCKN’ SPOTS HOTTAMALES
  - Mike Wagner, Spoton Ocicats

**Oriental Shorthair**
- GP, RW OYATE BILLY ELLIOT
  - Cathy Galfo

**Persian-Calico & Bi-Color**
- GC, GP, RW WICCACATS KAYLIEGHA LYNNE
  - Joanne Hardeman
  - Congratulations Jean. It’s been fun showing with you and Kayli this year!
- GC, GP SEDER RENNES BOLERO OF PARADISO
  - Sandy Bernier
  - Congratulations! Wishing you a successful future.
- CH, GP SEDER RENNES DANCER OF MARDALA
  - Sandy Bernier
  - Congratulations! Wishing you a successful future.

**Persian-Silver & Golden**
- CH, GP, RW CHERRYBIRDIE CRYSTAL OF SHENSILVERS
  - Sandy Bernier
  - Congratulations! Wishing you a successful future.

**Persian-Smoke & Shaded**
- GC, GP, RW SUNLIT AMORE OF PARADISO
  - Sandy Bernier
  - Congratulations! Wishing you a successful future.
- GP SUNLIT DOLCE OF PARADISO
  - Sandy Bernier
  - Congratulations! Wishing you a successful future.

**Persian-Solid Color**
- CH, GP LVU SNOWOAKS PATRIOTS 87 THE GRONK
  - Sandy Bernier
  - Congratulations! Wishing you a successful future.

**Persian-Tabby**
- GP, RW PURR BITS’ PURRSIAN PRINCESS
  - Joanne Hardeman
  - Congratulations Jean and Purrsia. It’s been a fun year!

**Siamese**
- GP, NW ALEXY KIYOSHI
  - Sherine and David Gatto
  - Thank you to all the judges who supported us this season!
- GP, RW SAN-TOI’S DIAMOND DUST
  - Sherine and David Gatto
  - Congratulations on this achievement by a remarkable cat.
- GP THAISTAR’S RASCAL
  - Andrea Cobb

**Somali**
- GP THECATGARDEN’S HIJINX OF ANDREDIE
  - Peggy Prah - Ashkit Cattery

**Tonkinese**
- GP, NW, AW WAN-LEA BOND BOY BOND JAMES BOND
  - Sherine & David Gatto
  - Congratulations to your wonderful boy for this incredible win.
2015-2016 Distinguished Merit

GC BARMONT SURPRISE LILY OF GODSPEED, DM
BLUE-WHITE CORNISH REX Female
Br: BOB BARATTO, JEWELL & JACOBOWITZ
Ow: ROBERTA STROHAKER
Sp: Bob Barratto
Dear Roberta and Tom: Congratulations! Bob and Alonso

GC, BW, RW BORDEAUX LTD’S JUST A KATY DID, DM
SEAL POINT-WHITE RAGDOLL Female
Br/Ow: ELIZABETH A. THURMAN
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano
Congratulations, Love, Hope & Lauren

GC, BW, NW EMAU’S TOUCH THE SUN, DM
BLUE POINT BIRMAN Female
Br: SANDI PATRICK
Ow: CHARLENE MAY
Sp: Charlotte Shelburne
Congratulations on a great achievement! Charlotte

CH CRISP’S CHANEL #5, DM
RED TABBY-WHITE AMERICAN SHORTHAIR Female
Br: L. HERMAN and DAWN & JERRY CRISP
Ow: DAWN & JERRY CRISP
Sp: Linda Peterson
Congratulations!
Hugs, Linda and the Karmacatz Devons

GC D’OTZ WHOOPSIE DAISY, DM
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Female
Br: SUSAN MELIA
Ow: SUSAN & CAROLINE MELIA
Sp: Linda Peterson
Congratulations!
Hugs, Linda and the Karmacatz Devons

CH CHARLEVAL’S FIRST TIME EVER OF ASHI, DM
BLUE POINT BIRMAN Female
Br: M. MORGAN & M. & N. FERGUSON, LESSEE
Ow: MELANIE MORGAN
Sp: Charlotte Shelburne
Congratulations on a great achievement! Charlotte

GC EMAU’S FOR YOUR EYES ONLY, DM
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Female
Br: M. MORGAN & M. & N. FERGUSON, LESSEE
Ow: MELANIE MORGAN
Sp: Charlotte Shelburne
Congratulations on a great achievement! Charlotte

GC, RW BRANNAWAY HANSEN OF OCALICOS, DM
BROWN MACKEREL TABBY-WHITE PERSIAN Male
Br: ANNA & WAYNE SADLER
Ow: NANCY DUCKETT
Sp: Carla Bizzell
Congratulations! Anna would be Proud!

GC, BW, RED-TABBED EMAU’S TOUCH THE SUN, DM
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Female
Br: M. MORGAN & V. GREENOUGH, LESSEE
Ow: MELANIE MORGAN
Sp: Charlotte Shelburne
Congratulations on a great achievement! Charlotte
2015-2016 Distinguished Merit

GC, RW PINUPCATS PIRATE FLAG, DM
BLACK-WHITE SPHYNX Male
Br: CYNDEE HILL
Ow: CYNDEE HILL & FREDERIC GASPARD
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano
Congratulations,
Love, Hope & Lauren

GC, RW MAUTRIX AURORA BOREALIS, DM
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Female
Br/Ow: LAURIE COUGHLAN
Sp: Charlotte Shelburne
Congratulations on an awesome achievement! Charlotte

GC, RW KARMACATZ I WILL SURVIVE OF MARCUS, DM
CREAM SILVER MACKEREL TABBY-WHITE DEVON Rex Female
Br: LINDA & SUSAN PETERSON & D. DOWNEY
Ow: DAVID RAYNOR & L. & S. PETERSON
Larry Johnson Photo
Sp: Linda Petersen
Thank you David for everything! Love, Linda

GC LE L’AMITIE CENTERFOLD OF GODZ, DM
RED SPHYNX Female
Br: ALISON LINDSAY
Ow: JUDITH W. PRICE
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano
Congratulations,
Love, Hope & Lauren

GC, RW MAUTRIX FOOTLOOSE, DM
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Male
Br/Ow: LAURIE COUGHLAN
Sp: Charlotte Shelburne
Congratulations on an awesome achievement! Charlotte

MANGO TANGO’S SKYLAR OF IRUSKHA, DM
CHOCOLATE SPOTTED OCICAT Female
Br: PATRICIA ARNOLD
Ow: C. KENNEDY, L. HASLOW & P. ARNOLD
Robin Vermeida Photo
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano
Congratulations,
Love, Hope & Lauren

GILLY’S MOLLY BROWN OF COUPARI, DM
BROWN MACKEREL TABBY-WHITE SCOTTISH FOLD SHORTHAIR Female
Br: CHRISTY SCHLANGE
Ow: MELODY MATHIS & DONNA ROBERTS
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano
Congratulations, Love, Hope & Lauren

CH PAGATOS BELLA LAI-DEE, DM
BLUE CREAM POINT-WHITE RAGDOLL Female
Br/Ow: MARGARET V. KING
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano. Congratulations, Love Hope & Lauren

THECATHUT AMBER RIVER OF CJPAWS, DM
RED TABBY WHITE MAINE COON CAT Female
Br: ODELL & GERALDINE BERRY
Ow: CYNTHIA KASPER

GC TOMBROCK SKITTLES, DM
TORTOISESHELL PERSIAN Female
Br: S. CUCCU & G. GIORDANO
Ow: TERRY HYDE

Photos Unavailable
2015-2016 Grand of Distinction

**GCD, NW SAN-FE RUBINO OF PERZOT**
RED MACKEREL TABBY EXOTIC Male
Br: SVETLANA FEDORENKO
Ow: S. FEDORENKO and DAVID & SHIRLEY PEET
Sp: Dave & Shirley Peet
Love, “Hope”

**GPD, NW SANDESOX JUST SWEETNESS OF WHITESOX**
BLUE POINT BIRMAN Neuter
Br: S. FAUST & K. LANE
Ow: K. LANE & S. FAUST & Y. GRIFFIN
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano
Congratulations,
Love, Hope & Lauren

**GPD, RW RED FERNE BLUE MYSTIC OF SPRICEY**
BLUE ABBYSSINIAN Neuter
Br: LISA KALEIN
Ow: SHARON DEMUTH
Sp: Sharon DeMuth
We Love and are so proud of our Mystic,
CFA’s First Abyssinian Grand of Distinction

**GPD, RW, AC MANGO TANGO’S KAT MAN DU OF IRUSKHA**
CINNAMON SPOTTED OCICAT Neuter
Br: PATRICIA ARNOLD
Ow: L. HASLOW, C. KENNEDY & P. ARNOLD
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano
Congratulations,
Love, Hope & Lauren

**GC, GPD, RW PANTHAT SOJOURNER**
SABLE BURMESE Spay
Br: JUDY WEBB GUNBY & KAREN THOMAS
Ow: JUDY GUNBY & KAREN THOMAS
Sp: Jennifer Herr
Congratulations from Ahava-Burms
Burmese. We love you!
Congratulations to the Southern Region youth participants on a successful show season. Their current successes are the foundation on which a very bright future will be built. The program as designed to let the young people of CFA determine their own path through various activities in hopes that they will find themselves in the hobby they love and in life in general. All our kids have accomplished a great deal this year from showing their feline companion to helping shelters to promoting CFA in the most positive light to the general public.

The positive attitudes these children have exhibited all year have given us some great moments and wonderful memories to be shared with family, friends, and the cat fancy in general. The contributions made by each of them will be felt for years to come, it gives the program great pleasure to recognize the Southern Regions youth and to announce that some of the youth will also be recognized at the Annual for National Awards.

Please join the program in congratulating the future of CFA on their accomplishments

If any child, parent, grandparent, aunt, uncle, or friend would like more information about the exciting Youth Feline Education Program, please visit our website at www.YFEP.org or contact Cathy Dunham YFEP Chair at brtzohny@mchsi.com
Top Cats in Championship

Best Cat

GC, BW, NW EMAU'S STRIKE A POSE OF EMAUGE
Silver Egyptian Mau Female
Br: MELANIE MORGAN & LAURIE COUGHLAN, LESSEE
Ow: TIMOTHY B. FOWLER
5971.5
Sp: Charlotte Shelburne
Congratulations!
2nd Best Cat
GC, NW, AG PERZOT R2 AKA BRUTUS
Brown Tabby Exotic Male
Br: DAVID J. & SHIRLEY C. PEET and S. FEDORENKO
Ow: SHIRLEY PEET, DAVID J. PEET & SARAH C. SIEFFERT
5498.75
Sp: Lynn Search & Vanadis Crawford
Congratulations big boy! Lynn and Vanadis

3rd Best Cat
GC, NW, AW TROPIKOONS LIFES A BEACH
Silver Tabby-White Maine Coon Cat Male
Br/Ow: STEPHANIE BOULTER
5116.6
Sp: Sherry Campbell
Congratulations from Sherry Campbell, Mainesuspect Maine Coons.
Top Cats in Championship

4th Best Cat
GC, NW MAUTRIX SOLAR ECLIPSE
Silver Egyptian Mau Male
Br/Ow: LAURIE COUGHLAN 4869.15
Sp: Linda Peterson
Congratulations! Hugs, Linda and the Karmacatz Devons

5th Best Cat
GC, RW STEDAM AMERICAN DREAM OF CRISP
Silver Tabby-White American Shorthair Male
Br: DAWN SKUPIN
Ow: DAWN CRISP, JERRY CRISP, D. SKUPIN & M. SKUPIN 4697.6
Sp: Dawn and Jerry Crisp
Congratulations, Moe on a great year

6th Best Cat
GC, BW, RW MINKITTY LIMONCELLO OF AQUABELLA
Champagne Mink Tonkinese Female
Br: NANCY ANN MIKITA
Ow: CATHERINE MCNEESE & ERIC ALLEN WHITE 3274.45
Sp: Nancy Mikita
Congratulations and Thank You

7th Best Cat
GC, RW, AW IRUSKHA ODIN
Chocolate Spotted Ocicat Male
Br: CATHERINE KENNEDY & PATRICIA ARNOLD
Ow: CATHERINE KENNEDY, PATRICIA ARNOLD & L. HASLOW 2395.25
Sp: Michele Lukic
Congratulations Patty and Cathy on a wonderful win with Odin. He is a beautiful boy! All the best, Michele Lukic, Penelane Cattery

8th Best Cat
GC, RW SEMPERCOONS MASON OF BURNBRAE
Red Tabby-White Maine Coon Cat Male
Br: JEFF & CHERYL HOLMES and M. COLE
Ow: LYN KNIGHT and JEFF HOLMES & CHERYL HOLMES 2361.55
Sp: Sarah Sieffert
Congratulations Lyn...It was fun watching you with Mason, from kitten to adult he acted more like a Turk than a Coon! Sarah & Lucky
9th Best Cat
GC, RW IMPROMPTU’S SHERMIE OF THE DARKSIDE
Bombay Female
Br: DEBORAH CURTIS, LESSEE
Ow: DEBORAH LYNNE CURTIS & L. WILLIS
2182.9
Sp: Michael Booker
May your glass be full of single malt scotch!
Your Louisiana friends, Michael & Woody!

10th Best Cat
GC, NW GROVEWOOD BOURBON STREET
Seal Lynx Point Persian - Himalayan Male
Br: DANIELLE & CAROLINE GRIGGS
Ow: DANIELLE GRIGGS & CAROLINE GRIGGS
1911.4
Sp: Mary Kolencik

11th Best Cat
GC, RW KARMACATZ CRICKET OF BELLSHIRE
Silver Mackerel Tabby Devon Rex Female
Br: LINDA & SUSAN PETERSON
Ow: LINDA PETERSON & MELANIE BELL
1803.15
Sp: Kristin Nowell & Carolyn Jimenez
Congratulations on a Regional Win with your first Grand!
Kristin and Carolyn

12th Best Cat
GC, BW, RW TSAR BLU’S ZEVA OF GRISAILLE
Russian Blue Female
Br: DONNA FULLER & TASHIA LYONS
Ow: KAREN BOYCE & DAVID BOYCE
1725.45
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano
Congratulations,
Love, Hope & Lauren

13th Best Cat
GCD, NW SAN-FE RUBINO OF PERZOT
Red Mackerel Tabby Exotic Male
Br: SVETLANA FEDORENKO
Ow: S. FEDORENKO and DAVID & SHIRLEY PEET
1513.85
Sp: Connie Wardlaw, Cyndi Lewis, Joanne Hardeman, Kerry Ury and Priscilla Eldridge
Congratulations to good friends and a great cat!
Connie, Cyndi, Joanne, Kerry and Priscilla
Top Cats in Championship

14th Best Cat
GC, RW HEX’S PRIDE BODROUX
Sable Burmese Male
Br: KATHY & DON RIEK
Ow: K. & D. RIEK and J. LANCASTER
1501.35
Sp: Jennifer Herr
Congratulations, we love you, Ahava-Bums Burmese.

15th Best Cat
GC, RW, AC PURRELLI ONE LOVE OF RAGTIME CATS
Tortoiseshell Exotic Female
Br: TABATHA METCALF & MIKE PERKINS
Ow: LAURA GREGORY, TABATHA METCALF & MIKE PERKINS
1490.55
Sp: Conne Wardlaw, Cyndi Lewis, Joanne Hardeman, Kerry Ury
Congratulations on your double Regional Winner! - Connie, Cyndi, Kerry & Joanne

16th Best Cat
GC, BW, RW PENELANE HOLLY GO LIGHTLY
Chocolate-Tortie Point Colorpoint Shorthair Female
Br/Ow: MICHELE LUKIC
1467.5
Sp: Carla Bizell
Beautiful Girl, Congratulations!

17th Best Cat
GC, RW RED FERNE ROLO
Fawn Abyssinian Male
Br/Ow: LISA & WALT KAELIN
1322.8
Sp: Lisa Kaelin
Congratulations to our Buddy

18th Best Cat
GC, BW, NW CRISP’S CECIL KIPP OF ASHKIT
Silver Tabby-White American Shorthair Male
Br: L. HERMAN and DAWN & JERRY CRISP
Ow: DAWN & JERRY CRISP
1265.7
Sp: Dawn and Jerry Crisp
It was a wonderful thing to have you in our home.

19th Best Cat
GC, NW ASLANSPA W NICODEMUS ALOYSIUS
Brown Tabby-White Maine Coon Cat Male
Br/Ow: DONNA HUGHES ENSOR
1223.95
Sp: Lyn Knight
Congratulations! Lyn and Keir Knight
20th Best Cat  
GC, RW VELVETKIST DESIGNER GENES  
Cream-White Persian Male  
Br/Ow: NORALYN HEISIG  
1195.35  
Sp: Jim and Teresa Land  
Congratulations on a well deserved win!  
It was fun showing with you this year

21st Best Cat  
GC, BW, RW RIVNDELLRAGS  
PANDORA OF RAGTIME  
Calico Ragamuffin Female  
Br: JUDITH MORRISON  
Ow: LAURA GREGORY  
1173.45  
Sp: Jern Zittel  
Congratulations from Florida Sunshine,  
Harley D and Terri

22nd Best Cat  
GC, RW SAYANG M’S PRINCESA LEA  
Sepia Agouti Singapura Female  
Br/Ow: WILSON VEGA & DOUGLAS POLLOCK  
1169.7  
Sp: Donna Wilbanks and Barbara Leffler  
Congratulations on your win with this  
gorgeous girl!!!

23rd Best Cat  
GC, RW, AG SPUNKEPAWZ FASTLANE  
Silver Patched Spotted Tabby-White  
Turkish Angora Female  
Br: S. SIEFFERT, S. COUSINEAU and R. ZINCK  
Ow: DAVID J. PEET & SARAH SIEFFERT  
1034.9  
Sp: Lyn Knight  
Congratulations! Lyn & Keir Knight

24th Best Cat  
GC, RW BEAU CHAT FOREVER BLUE  
Blue Mink Tonkinese Female  
Br: BOBBIE RUBEL  
Ow: ROBERTA RUBEL  
1018.45  
Sp: Claire Dubit  
Way to go Bobbie!  
We are so proud of you and your  
beautiful Tonk!  
Our best, Bob and Claire Dubit

25th Best Cat  
GC, RW 3JANES LAST TANGO IN PARIS  
Blue Abyssinian Female  
Br: E. KOLLER, T. KENNEDY & J. ONSTOTT  
Ow: TERI KENNEDY, ELIZABETH L. KOLLER &  
JULIE ONSTOTT  
858.15  
Sp: Elizabeth Koller  
Congratulations to “Baby Jane” from the  
3Janes on a Job Well Done
Top Kittens

Best Kitten

GC, NW PINUPCATS SUPA DUPA FLY OF KUORII
Black-White Sphynx Female
Br: CYNDÉE HILL
Ow: PAOLO CARNEVALETTI, CYNDEE HILL & SOPHIA STAPLES
3037.95
Sp: Deborah Curtis

Congratulations to a great cat and her Breeders and Handler. Love, The Darkside Gang.
2nd Best Kitten

GC, NW GROVEWOOD BOURBON STREET
Seal Lynx Point Persian - Himalayan Male
Br/Ow: DANIELLE GRIGGS & CAROLINE GRIGGS
2062.45
Sp: Mark Hannon & David Raynor
Congratulations from Marcus Cattery: Mark Hannon & David Raynor

3rd Best Kitten

GC, NW SEAFLOWER’S REMINGTON ROSE
Platinum Point Tonkinese Male
Br: CLINTON & DEBORAH PARKER
Ow: CLINTON PARKER & DEBORAH PARKER
2045.55
Sp: Sue Robbins
Congratulations on Remmie’s win! Well done!
4th Best Kitten  
GC, BW, NW EMAU’S STRIKE A POSE OF EMAUGE  
Silver Egyptian Mau Female  
Br: MELANIE MORGAN & LAURIE COUGHLAN, LESSEE  
Ow: TIMOTHY B. FOWLER  
1713.25  
Sp: Charlotte Shelburne  
Congratulations!

5th Best Kitten  
RW EMAU’S I WANT CANDY OF EMAUGE  
Silver Egyptian Mau Female  
Br: MELANIE MORGAN  
Ow: TIMOTHY B. FOWLER  
1713.05  
Sp: Carla Bizzell  
Tribute to a Special Girl.

6th Best Kitten  
RW LUSHELL’S DREAM CATCHER  
Blue Tabby Persian Female  
Br: L. & S. HOLLABAUGH  
Ow: SHELBY HOLLABAUGH & LUCIA A. HOLLABAUGH  
1601.6  
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano  
Congratulations,  
Love, Hope & Lauren

7th Best Kitten  
GC, RW KARMACATZ IT’S ALL ABOUT ME!  
Silver Patched Mackerel Tabby-White Devon Rex Female  
Br: LINDA & SUSAN PETERSON  
Ow: LINDA A. PETERSON & SUSAN PETERSON  
1510.95  
Sp: Kristin Nowell & Carolyn Jimenez  
Terrific accomplishment for a terrific kitten!  
Kristin and Carolyn

8th Best Kitten  
GP, NW, AW WAN-LEA BOND BOY BOND JAMES BOND  
Champagne Mink Tonkinese Neuter  
Br: BOB & CLAIRE DUBIT AND WANDA MARTIN  
Ow: WANDA MARTIN, CLAIRE DUBIT & BOB DUBIT  
1503.1  
Sp: Nemo  
Congratulations from GC Sazikatz Prince Dakkar of Blueyonder!
9th Best Kitten
GC, RW WAN-LEA BOND BOY DANIEL CRAIG
Platinum Mink Tonkinese Male
Br: BOB & CLAIRE DUBIT AND WANDA MARTIN
Ow: WANDA MARTIN, CLAIRE & BOB DUBIT
1469.15
Sp: Wanda Martin
Congratulations Daniel, great job! We look forward to seeing you next season too!
Wanda Martin

10th Best Kitten
GC, RW MAUTRIX FIRECRACKER
Silver Egyptian Mau Male
Br/Ow: LAURIE COUGHLAN
1340.45
Sp: Lyn Knight
Congratulations! Lyn & Keir Knight

11th Best Kitten
GC, NW, AG PERZOT R2 AKA BRUTUS
Brown Tabby Exotic Male
Br: DAVID J. & SHIRLEY C. PEET and S. FEDORENKO
Ow: SHIRLEY PEET, DAVID J. PEET & SARAH C. SIEFFERT
1299.45
Sp: Cyndi Lewis, Connie Wardlaw, Joanne Hardeman, Kerry Ury and Priscilla Eldridge.
Congratulations from a few of your fans… Connie, Joanne, Cyndi, Kerry, and Priscilla.

12th Best Kitten
GC, RW JAMIS OLIVER TWIST
Cream European Burmese Male
Br: J. A. BEMIS & M. AUSPITZ
Ow: JUDITH A. BEMIS
1185.4
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano
Congratulations, Love, Hope & Lauren

13th Best Kitten
GC, RW KATSKANS BELLA OF KYETRAK
Calico Manx - Longhair Female
Br: SUSAN MURPHY
Ow: SUSAN MURPHY & DONNA ANDREWS
1181.9
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano
Congratulations, Love, Hope & Lauren
14th Best Kitten
**RW MABUHAY LIZET**
Chartreux Female  
Br/Ow: CARLA BIZZELL  
1171.65  
Sp: Melanie Morgan  
Congratulations from Melanie and the Emau Crew!  

15th Best Kitten
**GC, RW, AC PURRELLI ONE LOVE OF RAGTIME CATS**
Tortoiseshell Exotic Female  
Br: TABATHA METCALF & MIKE PERKINS  
Ow: LAURA GREGORY, TABATHA METCALF & MIKE PERKINS  
1154.9  
Sp: Carla Bizzell  
Beautiful Baby!  

16th Best Kitten
**GC, RW WHITESOX MOHAWK SPIRIT**
Lilac Tabby Point Birman Male  
Br/Ow: KAREN & JOE LANE  
1111.55  
Sp: Carla Bizzell  
Beautiful kitten!  

17th Best Kitten
**RW AMBER SNOW OREO**
Black-White Scottish Fold - Shorthair Female  
Br/Ow: MARILEE GRISWOLD  
1064.3  
Sp: Melissa Darling  
Oreo, may our favorite cookie knead to bake bonny biscuits.  
Best wishes, Marilee!  

18th Best Kitten
**GP RW VALNIKA JACQUES OF GRISAILLE**
Russian Blue Neuter  
Br: VALARIE & WILLY WILLIAMSON  
Ow: KAREN BOYCE & DAVID BOYCE AND VALARIE J. WILLIAMSON & WILLY WILLIAMSON  
1040.3  
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano  
Congratulations,  
Love, Hope & Lauren  

19th Best Kitten
**GC, RW, AW WAN-LEA BOND GIRL SOLITAIRE**
Champagne Point Tonkinese Female  
Br: BOB & CLAIRE DUBIT AND WANDA MARTIN  
Ow: WANDA MARTIN, CLAIRE DUBIT, BOB DUBIT & DONNA CLAS  
1027.2  
Sp: Melanie Morgan  
Congratulations to a beautiful girl and a wonderful year from Mefanie
20th Best Kitten
CH, RW SUN-SILK LOVERS EYES
Seal Point Birman Male
Br/ Ow: MARY MYERS
1023.2
Sp: Lyn Knight
Congratulations! Lyn & Keir Knight

21st Best Kitten
RW SIMBAKUI DAZZLING DESIGN
Chinchilla Silver Persian Male
Br/ Ow: TRACY SMITH
979.5
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano
Congratulations, Love, Hope & Lauren

22nd Best Kitten
GC, RW SEMPERCOONS MASON OF BURNBRAE
Red Tabby-White Maine Coon Cat Male
Br: JEFF & CHERYL HOLMES AND M. COLE
Ow: LYN KNIGHT AND JEFF & CHERYL HOLMES
978.9
Sp: Laurie Coughlan
Congratulations on your win with the Big Red (& White) One!

23rd Best Kitten
GC, RW LEGGS VIOLET DAWN OF CHER-PER
Lavender Ticked Tabby Oriental Shorthair Female
Br: L. VON EGIDY & C. MALLARY
Ow: CHERYL COLEMAN, PERRY D. COLEMAN & L. VON EGIDY
956.2
Sp: Becky Mullen
Congrats to Cheryl, Perry, Lynne and of course, Violet!

24th Best Kitten
GC, RW AMBRITT WESTERLY WIND IS COMING
Blue British Shorthair Male
Br: JULIE MAAS
Ow: BARBARA COLE & SHELTON COLE
816.65
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano
Congratulations, Love, Hope & Lauren

25th Best Kitten
CH, RW ZEHNDER'S ARYA UNDERFOOT
Blue Abyssinian Female
Br: MONICA ZEHNDER & SUE VANDE SANDE, LESSEE
Ow: LISA KAELEN & WALTER KAELIN
800.2
Sp: Lisa Kaelin
Congratulations on your win
Top Cats in Premiership

Best in Premiership
GC, GP, NW, AC AHAVA-BURMS BABY T-RUTH OF CALCAT
Sable Burmese Spay
Br: J., E., & M. HERR and L. & J. MCGREGOR
Ow: CYNTHIA A. LEWIS, CONSTANCE W. WARDLAW, PRISCILLA ELDREDGE, ELIZABETH HERR & JOANNE HARDEMAN
4981.45
Sp: Jennifer Herr
Thank you to Connie for the best gift ever, we could not have done this without you. We love you, Ahava-Burms Burmese!
2nd Best in Premiership
GPD, NW SANDESOX JUST SWEETNESS OF WHITESOX
Blue Point Birman Neuter
Br: S. FAUST and K. LANE
Ow: K. LANE, S. FAUST & Y. GRIFFIN
4295.75
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano
Congratulations,
Love, Hope & Lauren

3rd Best in Premiership
GP, NW KATSKANS DIXIE CRYSTAL OF KYETRAK
Brown Patched Tabby-White Manx - Shorthair Spay
Br: S. MURPHY & S. MILLAR & G. VANWEELDEN
Ow: DONNA ANDREWS & SUSAN MURPHY
4233.6
Sp: Carla Bizzell
Beautiful Girl!
4th Best in Premiership
GP, NW, AW WAN-LEA BOND BOY BOND
JAMES BOND
Champagne Mink Tonkinese Neuter
Br: BOB & CLAIRE DUBIT and WANDA MARTIN
Ow: WANDA MARTIN, CLAIRE DUBIT, BOB DUBIT
3545.35
Sp: Sue Robbins
Congratulations to you and James! Bravo!

5th Best in Premiership
GC, GP, NW JKZOO VERA LYN
Flame Lynx Point Exotic Spay
Br: H. & L. GONANO & J. KITHCART & S. OSTER
Ow: MARK HANNON & DAVID RAYNOR
3240.25
Sp: Jerry Kithcart & Steve Oster
Congratulations to Mark, David and Hope from Jerry Kithcart and Steve Oster,

6th Best in Premiership
GP, NW HEIDA FRANKLIN OF CALCAT
Brown Tabby & White Exotic Longhair Neuter
Br/Ow: HARDEMAN, LEWIS, URY & WARDLAW
3076.7
Sp: Jean Aldrich
Congratulations on a well-deserved win, Benji! Love, Purrsia & Caliope (& their humanoid)

7th Best in Premiership
GP, NW ALEXY KIYOSHI
Blue Point Siamese Neuter
Br: DIANNE & BRUCE ALEXY
Ow: SHERINE GATTO & DAVID GATTO
2970.75
Sp: Melissa Hayden - Bijoux Siamese
Big congratulations on your well-deserved Regional win! What an amazing season! You and Dave did a remarkable job with handsome Kyoshi!

8th Best in Premiership
GC, GP, RW MOWL SIMA’S NOW WHAT? OF REBKOR
Korat Spay
Br: CHERYL L. & PERRY D. COLEMAN
Ow: REBECCA MULLEN
2807.75
Sp: Cheryl Coleman
9th Best in Premiership
GP, RW PURRTEK SWEET VOVRAY OF AQUABELLA
Platinum Mink Tonkinese Spay
Br: BETH CASSELY
Ow: CATHERINE LORRAINE MCNEESE & KEVIN O’LONE
2671.85
Sp: Carla Bizzell
Congratulations! Beth would be Proud!

10th Best in Premiership
GC, GP, RW WICCACATS KAYLIEGHNA LYNNE
Dilute Calico Persian Spay
Br/Ow: JEAN B. DUGGER 2470.7
Sp: Cyndi Lewis, Joanne Hardemann, Connie Wardlaw
What fun we had this year!
Congratulations from Connie, Cyndi, Joanne, Kerry, and Priscilla.

11th Best in Premiership
GC, GP, RW MOOSECOONS SHILAH OF DDDREAMS
Brown Tabby & White Maine Coon Cat Neuter
Br: SUSAN BLEVINS
Ow: DAVID C. FRY 2374.25
Sp: David Fry
I love my cat, Shilah!

12th Best in Premiership
GC, GP, RW PENELANE WHITER SHADE-OF-PALE
Cream Point Colorpoint Shorthair Neuter
Br/Ow: MICHELE LUKIC 2028.5
Sp: Bob Barratto
Congratulations on another winning year
Bob and Alonso

13th Best in Premiership
GP, RW VALNIKA JACQUES OF GRISAILLE
Russian Blue Neuter
Br: VALARIE-WILLY WILLIAMSON
Ow: KAREN BOYCE & DAVID BOYCE & VALARIE J. WILLIAMSON & WILLY WILLIAMSON 1709.3
Sp: Hope & Lauren Gonano
Congratulations,
Love, Hope & Lauren
14th Best in Premiership
GP, RW SAN-TOI’S DIAMOND DUST
Blue Point Siamese Neuter
Br: DEANNE JOHNSON & CONNIE ROBERTS
Ow: LESLIE LINDER
1601.65
Sp: Mary Kolencik

15th Best in Premiership
GP, RW, AG ROCKN’ SPOTS FRIJOLES
CHOCOLATES
Chocolate Spotted Ocicat Neuter
Br: MIKE WAGNER & KAREN HESS
Ow: PETER DEAL & ELIZABETH DEAL
1504.85
Sp: Sonja Moscoffian
Congratulations to “Rascal” and his owners Beth and Pete Deal. First time showing, first time regional win. Blackwater Ocicats and Jucha Ocicats

16th Best in Premiership
GP, RW KAYLEE’S GOODTIMECHARLY OF KAYBILL
Black Cornish Rex Neuter
Br: KATHY PRITCHARD & KAY WENTLING
Ow: KATHLEEN C. WENTLING & KATHY PRITCHARD
1373.85
Sp: Cyndi Lewis, Joanne Hardemann, Connie Wardlaw, Kerry Ury & Priscilla Eldridge
Congratulations from a few of your fans… Connie, Joanne, Cyndi, Kerry, and Priscilla.

17th Best in Premiership
GP, RW ALICOONS CORAL ROSE
Cameo Tabby & White Maine Coon Cat Spay
Br/Ow: SCOTT & ALISA HAMMONDS
1363.95
Sp: Stephanie Boulter
Congratulations on a great show year for Rosie!!

18th Best in Premiership
GP, RW MAUTRIX SALADIN
Silver Egyptian Mau Neuter
Br: LAURIE COUGHLAN
Ow: LAURIE COUGHLAN & PARKER SUTTON
1358.4
Sp: Melanie Morgan
Congratulations on your first regional win - WAY TO Go and great job! Melanie and the Emau crew

19th Best in Premiership
GC, GP, RW PANTHAT BRANDY ALEXANDER OF ELESSAR
Sable Burmese Spay
Br: KAREN THOMAS & KATHY & DON RIEK
Ow: VIVIAN BAYLOR
1334.2
Sp: Jennifer Herr
Congratulations from Ahava-Burms Burmese. We love you!
Top Cats in Premiership

20th Best in Premiership
GC, GP, RW GROVEWOOD VALENCIA
Lynx Point Exotic Neuter
Br: DANIELLE & CAROLINE GRIGGS
Ow: CAROLINE & DANIELLE GRIGGS
1142.7
Sp: Mark Hannon & David Raynor
Way to go Eric!
Marcus Cattery:
Mark Hannon, David Raynor & Vera

21st Best in Premiership
GPD, RW, AC MANGO TANGO’S
KAT MAN DU OF IRUSKHA
Cinnamon Spotted Ocicat Neuter
Br: PATRICIA ARNOLD
Ow: L. HASLOW & C. KENNEDY & P. ARNOLD
912.65
Sp: Mary Kolencik

22nd Best in Premiership
GP, RW MEANU PASSIONATE KISSES
OF COONPAWS
Blue-Eyed White Maine Coon Cat Neuter
Br: STELLA GAYLOR & ROSE SPILLMAN
Ow: P. PENDLETON & S. STELZMAN
871.4
Sp: Stella Gaylor
Congratulations and Thank you.
Meanu and the RP Cathouse Gang

23rd Best in Premiership
CH, GP, RW CRISP CARA MIA KIPP
Silver Tabby American Shorthair Spay
Br: J. & D. CRISP & D. & M. SKUPIN
Ow: VICKI SENAPE & SANDRA BELL
819.95
Sp: Dawn and Jerry Crisp
Atta Girl! Congratulations

24th Best in Premiership
GC, GP, RW SUNLIT AMORE OF PARADISO
Shaded Cameo Persian Neuter
Br: KAREN GREENMAN
Ow: MICHAEL H. PIZIALI & RITCHIE M. TINDALL
763.85
Sp: Sandy Bernier
Congratulations! Wishing you a successful future.

25th Best in Premiership
GP, RW PURR BITS’ PURRISIAN PRINCESS
Brown Mackerel Tabby Persian Spay
Br: VICKIE BINGMAN
Ow: JEAN W. ALDRICH
754.3
Sp: Cyndi Lewis, Joanne Hardemann and Connie Wardlaw
Congratulations to a classy competitor and a beautiful cat!
Connie, Cyndi, Joanne, Kerry, and Priscilla
Best
GC, RW, AG SPUNKPAWZ A LUCKY IMPOSSIBILITY
Turkish Angora
Ow: SARAH SIEFFERT
6044
Sp: Dave & Shirley Peet
Love, “Hope”

Second
GC, NW, AG PERZOT R2 AKA BRUTUS
Exotic Shorthair
Ow: DAVE & SHIRLEY PEET and SARAH SIEFFERT
4401
Sp: Dave & Shirley Peet
Love, “Hope”

Third
GP, RW, AG ROCK’N SPOTS FRIJOLES CHOCOLATES
Ocicat
Ow: PETER DEAL & ELIZABETH DEAL
4397
Sp: Jill Ruderman
Congratulations to great friends and competitors!

Fourth
PR, AG KAYLEE’S RAINBOW DAISY
Cornish Rex
Ow: JILL RUDERMAN, ABBEY VAUGHAN & K. PRITCHARD
4381
Sp: Beth Deal
Congratulations! Pete and Beth

Fifth
GP, AG ROCK’N SPOTS HOT TAMALES
Ocicat
Ow: PETER & ELIZABETH DEAL
4078
Sp: Jill Ruderman
Congratulations to great friends and competitors!

Sixth
CH, GP, AM KAYLEE’S BELLEROSE
Cornish Rex
Ow: JILL RUDERMAN, ABBEY VAUGHAN & K. PRITCHARD
3335
Sp: Beth Deal
Congratulations! Pete and Beth

Seventh
GH, HRW, AM MIMI
HHP
Ow: SARAH SIEFFERT
2645
Sp: Dave & Shirley Peet
Love,”Hope”

Eighth
AM WYNDCHYMES ZIPLINE
Japanese Bobtail Shorthair
Ow: V. CRAWFORD, L. SEARCH & K. BISHOP
2056
Sp: Dave & Shirley Peet
Love, “Hope”

Ninth
CH, AW SAN-FE LADY LIBERTY OF PERZOT
Exotic
Ow: DAVE & SHIRLEY PEET and S. FEDORENKO
1731
Sp: Dave & Shirley Peet
Love, “Hope”

Tenth
GP, NW, AW WAN-LEA BOND BOY BOND JAMES BOND
Tonkinese
Ow: BOB & CLAIRE DUBIT
1607
Sp: Dave & Shirley Peet
Love, “Hope”
Top Household Pets

Best
GH, HRW BLAISE
Spay
Ow: SUE ROBBINS & WARREN CUMMINGS
1703.35

Second
GH, HRW FROSTY AUSTIN
Black-White Neuter
Ow: JILL RUDERMAN
1265.4

Third
GH, HRW LOUIS
Black Smoke Neuter
Ow: LEIGH HUGHES
1097.2

Fourth
GH, HRW, AM MIMI
Tortoiseshell-White Spay
Ow: PAUL & SARAH SIEFFERT
1096.1

Fifth
GH, HRW DUCHESS DOLLY
Silver Tabby Spay
Ow: LYNN TAIT
905.25

Sixth
GH, HRW, AW STRAIGHT TO THE POINT
Blue-Cream Point Spay
Ow: JENNY WICKLE & LAURA BARBER
802.9

Seventh
GH, HRW MR. FLUFFALUFAGUS
Blue Tabby Neuter
Ow: PETER DEAL & ELIZABETH DEAL
763.25

Eighth
GH, HRW MY ABBY
Brown Ticked Tabby Spay
Ow: KATHY SCHONELY
752.4

Ninth
GH, HRW THALIA
Champagne Solid Spay
Ow: SUE A. ROBBINS
715.45

Tenth
GH, HRW DAYTONA
Blue Lynx Point-White Neuter
Ow: MATTHEW & KIMBERLY BREINER
678.5

2015-2016 HHP Winners! Sp: Carol Thompson & “Anna”
“Congratulations to the HHP winners from Anna! And my sincere thanks for helping make her senior years so full of friendship and fun.”
The purpose of these awards is to acknowledge Catteries that have reached certain thresholds of Grands produced. The number of Grands will be based on the registered cattery name, not individual breeders. Breeders who have bred under multiple cattery names may petition the Board to have the Grands from both cattery names combined for purposes of this award. Grand Champions and Grand Premiers are counted equally, but if an individual cat achieves both titles it will only be counted once. Grands may be of one or multiple breeds. “Tiers” will be created so as to celebrate each level of accomplishment. “Extra” embellishment to be added for certain levels of DM’s produced by a Cattery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Superior</th>
<th>Cattery Name</th>
<th>#DMs</th>
<th>#Grands</th>
<th>#GC</th>
<th>#GP</th>
<th>#GC-GP</th>
<th>Breeder(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade 4</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>BARMONT</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bob Baratto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade 2</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>BORDEAUX LTD</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Elizabeth A. Thurman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade 2</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>CHARLEVAL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Harlee R. Patrick &amp; Sandi Marie Patrick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade 1</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>CRISP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Dawn Crisp &amp; Jerry Crisp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade 1</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>D’OTZ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Susan A. Melia, James E. Melia &amp; Caroline G. Melia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade 5</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>EMAU</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Melanie Ann Morgan &amp; David Brian Morgan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW</strong> 1</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>GODSPEED</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Roberta Strohaker &amp; Thomas Strohaker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>GROVEWOOD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Danielle N. Griggs &amp; Stephen W. Griggs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade 2</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>KARMACATZ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Linda Ann Peterson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade 4</td>
<td></td>
<td>KAYLEE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kathy Webb Pritchard &amp; Kaitlyn Marie Pritchard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade 2</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>MAUTRIX</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Laurie E. Coughlan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade 1</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>PENELANE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Michele Lukic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW</strong> 1</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>STEADHAM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cynthia Steadham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>TROPIKOONS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Stephanie H. Boulter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>VIVATONK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Linda Jane Martino &amp; Carmen &amp; Charles Martino</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2015-2016 Grands

Agility  AG titles to date
GC, BW, RW, AG FOLIE A DEUX IMPURPRIETY
TURKISH ANGORA  Ow: Sarah Sieffert
AG FOLIE A DEUX TLC OF SPUNKYPAWZ
TURKISH ANGORA  Ow: Sarah Sieffert
AG KAYLEE’S RAINBOW DAISY
CORNISH REX  Ow: Jill Ruderman, Abbey Vaughan & K. Pritchard
GC, AG PERZOT R2 AKA BRUTUS
EXOTIC  Ow: Dave & Shirley Peet and Sarah Sieffert
GP, AG ROCK’N SPOTS FRIJOLES CHOCOLATE
OCICAT  Ow: Peter & Elizabeth Deal
GP, AG ROCK’N SPOTS HOT TAMALES
OCICAT  Ow: Peter & Elizabeth Deal
GC, RW, AG SPUNKEPAWZ A LUCKY IMPOSSIBILITY
TURKISH ANGORA  Ow: Sarah Sieffert
GP, AG WYNDCHYMES HINOMARU
JAPANESE BOBTAIL SHORTHAIR  Ow: Vanadis Crawford

Household Pets
GH ANNA
BLUE TABBY-WHITE HHP Spay  Ow: CAROL THOMPSON
GH, HRW BLAISE
TORTOISESHELL HHP Spay  Ow: SUE ROBBINS & WARREN CUMMINGS
GH BOO-BOO BABY OF DREAMWEAVERS
BLACK HHP  Ow: ANGELA RENEA WEAVER
GH BRISTOL
BLUE POINT-WHITE HHP Spay  Ow: MATTHEW & KIMBERLY BREINER
GH, HRW DAYTONA
BLUE LYNX POINT-WHITE HHP Neuter  Ow: MATTHEW & KIMBERLY BREINER
GH, HRW DUCHESS DOLLY
SILVER TABBY HHP Spay  Ow: LYNN TAIT
GH DUNCAN
BROWN TABBY-WHITE HHP Neuter  Ow: PAUL & SARAH SIEFFERT
GH FALLON OF DREAM WEAVERZ
BLUE TABBY-WHITE HHP Spay  Ow: SGT. ANGELA R. WEAVER
GH, HRW FROSTY AUSTIN
BLACK- WHITE HHP Neuter  Ow: JILL RUDERMAN
GH GIZMO MCBITEY
CHOCOLATE MACKEREL TABBY HHP Neuter  Ow: DARLEN EASUM
GH, HRW LOUIS
BLACK SMOKE HHP Neuter  Ow: LEIGH HUGHES
GH, HRW, AM MIMI
TORTIE- WHITE HHP Spay  Ow: PAUL AND SARAH SIEFFERT
GH, HRW MR. FLUFFALUFAGUS
BLUE TABBY HHP Neuter  Ow: PETER DEAL & ELIZABETH DEAL
GH, HRW MY ABBY
BROWN TICKED TABBY HHP Spay  Ow: KATHY SCHONELY
GH NEKKE
BROWN MACKEREL TABBY HHP Neuter  Ow: SHEILA ANDREASEN
GH RUFUS
RED MACKEREL TABBY HHP Neuter  Ow: SUE ROBBINS & WARREN CUMMINGS
GH SNIP
BLACK-WHITE HHP Neuter  Ow: HANNAH BLACKWOOD
GH, HRW, AW STRAIGHT TO THE POINT
BLUE-CREAM POINT HHP Spay  Ow: JENNY WICKLE & LAURA JO BARBER
GH TATER TOT
BLUE TABBY-WHITE HHP Neuter  Ow: CYNTHIA STEADHAM
GH, HRW THALIA
CHAMPAGNE SOLID HHP Spay  Ow: SUE A. ROBBINS
GH THORSKATT’S STEFIE
BLACK HHP Spay  Ow: JUDITH L AND PAUL J. SMALSER
GH TIFFANY
BLACK SMOKE-WHITE HHP Spay  Ow: MARGARET KEATING
GH ZELDA
BLACK-WHITE HHP Spay  Ow: CAROLYN K. HUSSEIN-PERRY
GH ZIVA
TORTOISESHELL HHP Spay  Ow: MICHELLE J. KING

Grands  Alphabetical by BREED
AG, GC, BW 3JANES LAST TANGO IN PARIS
BLUE ABYSSINIAN Female  Br/Ow: E. KOLLER, T. KENNEDY & J. ONSTOTT
AG DIVA’S ULTERIOR MOTIVE
RED ABYSSINIAN Male  Br/Ow: STEPHANIE HALE & MATT BAKER
AG, GC, RW RED FERNE ROLO
FAWN ABYSSINIAN Male  Br/Ow: LISA & WALTER KAELIN
GP SPICEBOX JAVA BEAN
RED ABYSSINIAN Neuter  Br/Ow: JOANNE & DAVID DERWAY
GP TALETALKERS DA VINCI
BROWN TABBY LONGHAIR AMERICAN BOBTAIL Neuter  Br: JUDY & NOAH SW ARTWOOD
GP TALETALKERS ROCK THE DECEIVER
CHOCOLATE LYNX POINT LONGHAIR AMERICAN BOBTAIL Neuter  Br/Ow: JUDY & NOAH SWARTWOOD
AG ASHKIT’S CHUNKY MONKEY
CAMEO TABBY-WHITE AMERICAN SHORTHAIR Male  Br/Ow: PEGGY PRAH
AG CATALPA’S TINKER BELL
BROWN PATCHED TABBY AMERICAN SHORTHAIR Female  Br: LESLIE HERMAN & GEORGIE FARY
AG CRISP AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSE KIPP
SILVER PATCHED TABBY-WHITE AMERICAN SHORTHAIR Female  Br/Ow: DAWN & JERRY CRISP
AG CRISP AMERICAN SPIRIT KIPP
SILVER TABBY-WHITE AMERICAN SHORTHAIR Female  Br: JERRY CRISP, LESSEE
AG GUNSMOKE’S Hairy Winston
SILVER TABBY AMERICAN SHORTHAIR Male  Br/Ow: MAC & CHARLENE MUNRO
AG MIRIBU’S FIRST NOEL OF ASHKIT
BLUE PATCHED TABBY-WHITE AMERICAN SHORTHAIR Female  Br: MARGOT MELLIES & PEGGY PRAH
AG WILSHARHOUSE’S AMERICAN HUSTLE
BROWN TABBY AMERICAN SHORTHAIR Female  Br: SHARON ROGERS, LESSEE
AG, BW RAKISCATS HAGAL
CHOCOLATE SILVER LYNX POINT BALINESE Male  Br/Ow: CATHY GALFO
2015-2016 Grands

CH, GP ASHI’S JELLY BEAN
SEAL POINT BIRMAN Spay
Br/Ow: CHARLENE MAY

GP BIRKIST’S LITTLE KODIAK BEAR
CHOCOLATE TABBY POINT BIRMAN Neuter
Br: PAUL & CARLA BEWLEY
Ow: LYDIA SCORNAVACCHI

CH, GP CHATEAU BIR JEWEL OF MARALI
LILAC TABBY POINT BIRMAN Spay
Br: ANN STREET
Ow: MARISELA TAVAREZ

GP CHERANGEL’S LITTLE PRINCE
BLUE TABBY POINT BIRMAN Neuter
Br: K. HELMOLD & D. TRUSLER
Ow: DONNA K. TRUSLER & K. LANE

GC, GP CHATEAU BIR JEWEL OF MARALI
LILAC TABBY POINT BIRMAN Spay
Br: ANN STREET
Ow: MARISELA TAVAREZ

GP CHATEAU BIR JEWEL OF MARALI
LILAC TABBY POINT BIRMAN Spay
Br: ANN STREET
Ow: MARISELA TAVAREZ

GC MARALI’S MOONLIGHT STAR
BLUE TABBY POINT BIRMAN Female
Br/Ow: MARISELA TAVAREZ

GC SUN-SILK LADYBUG
SEAL POINT BIRMAN Female
Br/Ow: MARY MYERS

GC SUN-SILK LIGHTYEAR
BLUE TABBY POINT BIRMAN Male
Br/Ow: MARY MYERS

GC WHITESOX LAKOTA
BLUE TABBY POINT BIRMAN Neuter
Br/Ow: KAREN & JOE LANE

GP WHITESOX LAST MOHEGAN
SEAL TABBY POINT BIRMAN Neuter
Br/Ow: KAREN & JOE LANE

GP WHITESOX LUONGO, INDIAN WARRIOR
SEAL TABBY POINT BIRMAN Neuter
Br: K. HELMOLD & S. FAUST
Ow: KAREN LANE & JOSEPH LANE

GC, RW WHITESOX MOHAWK SPIRIT
LILAC TABBY POINT BIRMAN Male
Br/Ow: KAREN & JOE LANE

GC, RW IMPROMPTU’S SHERMIE OF THE DARKSIDE
BOMBAY Female
Br: DEBORAH CURTIS, LESSEE
Ow: DEBORAH LYNNE CURTIS & L. WILLIS

GC MAIKIKI MARALI’S JELLY BEAN
BOMBAY Female
Br: MARIE DENOYER
Ow: DEBORAH LYNNE CURTIS & MARIE DENOYER

GC STAR ACADEMY DAHLIA OF TOPAZZION
BOMBAY Female
Br: I. RUYSSENS and S. & S. HAUCK
Ow: MEGAN TOWNSEND

GC, RW AMBRITT WESTERLY WIND IS COMING
BLUE BRITISH SHORTHAI Male
Br: JULIE MAAS & AARON MAAS
Ow: SHELTON COLE & BARBARA COLE

GC CHALDEE’S LADY SINGS THE BLUES
BLUE BRITISH SHORTHAI Female
Br: CRAIG THOELE and R. & C. DUNHAM
Ow: CRAIG THOELE

GC TRUEBRIT U TRUEBRIT OF RUM GULLY
BLUE BRITISH SHORTHAI Female
Br: COLIN CORNWALL & JOANNE H. CORNWALL
Ow: RODERICK H. COLE & SHIRLEY COLE

GC TRUEBRIT WHISKEYRIVER OF BEANSIDHES
CREAM MACKEREL TABBY BRITISH SHORTHAIR Male
Br: COLIN & JO CORNWALL
Ow: CRAIG THOELE, KATHLEEN LAWTON & JO CORNWALL

CH, GP ACROCATS JAKE DALTON
SABLE BURMESE Neuter
Br: MARIE DENOYER & LYNN THOMPSON
Ow: LYNN A. THOMPSON

GC, GP, NW, AC AHAVA-BURMS BABY T-RUTH OF CALCUT
SABLE BURMESE Spay
Br: J., E., & M. HERR and L. & J. MCGREGOR
Ow: ELDREDGE, H. LEWIS & WARDELL

GA AHAVA-BURMS EARTHA KITT KAT
SABLE BURMESE Female
Br: J., E., & M. HERR
Ow: JENNIFER HERR, ELIZABETH D. HERR & MICHAEL J. V. HERR

GP EVITA PRINCESS LIANNA OF CHIN HILLS
SABLE BURMESE Spay
Br: BRIAN TRIPP
Ow: ROGER HORENSTEIN & BRIAN TRIPP

GC, RW PANTHAT TIRAMISU
SABLE BURMESE Female
Br/Ow: KAREN THOMAS

GP KITZN BOHANNAN
BROWN TIPPED SHORTHAI BURMILLA Neuter
Br: KEITH KIMBERLIN & K. BARIE, LESSEE
Ow: JUDITH L. SMALSER & PAUL J. SMALSER

GC SPIRITCAT JEZEBEL OF GODZ
BLACK SMOKE CORNISH REX Female
Br: CHERRY CHAMBERS
Ow: JUDITH W. PRICE
GC TARA MEATH’S GENIE OF LAHONI
BLACK CORNISH REX Female
Br: W. & J. FORRISTALL
Ow: HEATHER HERMANY & BOB BARATTO

GP GAIA SHOOTING STAR
LA VEN DER DEVON REX Neuter
Br: SUE PERKINS
Ow: PAMELA K. STORY

GC JG WHISKERZ SWEET GYPSY WILLOW
CHOCOLATE SILVER PATCHED MACKEREL TABBY
DEVON REX Female
Br/Ow: JENNIFER & GLENN VIVEIROS

GP STEADHAM I LOVE LUCY
SILVER MACKEREL TABBY-WHITE DEVON REX Spay
Br/Ow: CYNTHIA STEADHAM

GC, RW KARMACATZ CRICKET OF BELLSHIRE
SILVER MACKEREL TABBY-WHITE DEVON REX Female
Br: LINDA & SUSAN PETERSON
Ow: MELANIE BELL & LINDA PETERSON

GC, RW KARMACATZ IT’S ALL ABOUT ME!
SILVER PATCHED MACKEREL TABBY-WHITE DEVON REX Female
Br: LINDA & SUSAN PETERSON
Ow: LINDA A PETERSON & SUSAN PETERSON

GP D’OTZ KNIGHTSHADE
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Neuter
Br: C. MELIA & J. SOETENS & D. D’HEYGERS, LESSEE
Ow: CAROLINE MELIA

GC D’OTZ SOUND-OF-MUSIC
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Female
Br/Ow: SUSAN & CAROLINE MELIA

GC EMAU’S COVERGIRL OF EMAUGE
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Female
Br: MELANIE MORGAN & LAURIE COUGHLAN, LESSEE
Ow: TIMOTHY B. FOWLER

GC, BW, NW EMAU’S STRIKE A POSE OF EMAUGE
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Female
Br: MELANIE MORGAN & LAURIE COUGHLAN, LESSEE
Ow: TIMOTHY B. FOWLER

GP EMAU’S THUNDERBALL
SMOKE EGYPTIAN MAU Neuter
Br: MELANIE MORGAN
Ow: JIM ASH

GC, RW MAUTRIX FIREFLIX
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Female
Br/Ow: LAURIE COUGHLAN

GP MAUTRIX FIREWORKS
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Female
Br/Ow: LAURIE COUGHLAN

GC MAUTRIX MORNING MIST
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Female
Br/Ow: LAURIE COUGHLAN

GC MAUTRIX NORTHERN LIGHTS
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Female
Br/Ow: LAURIE COUGHLAN

GC, NW MAUTRIX SOLAR ECLIPSE
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Male
Br/Ow: LAURIE COUGHLAN

GC MAUTRIX SOLAR FLARE
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Female
Br/Ow: LAURIE COUGHLAN

GC MAUTRIX SOLAR STORM
SILVER EGYPTIAN MAU Female
Br/Ow: LAURIE COUGHLAN

GP CHER-PER BELLATRIX
CREAM EUROPEAN BURMESE Spay
Br/Ow: CHERYL L. & PERRY D. COLEMAN

GC, GP CHER-PER RUNNING ON EMPTY
RED EUROPEAN BURMESE Neuter
Br/Ow: C. & P. COLEMAN & T. CUJDIK & B. STAIRS

GC, RW JAMIS OLIVER TWIST
BLUE TABBY-WHITE EXOTIC Neuter
Br: J. A. BEMIS & M. AUSPITZ
Ow: JUDITH A. BEMIS

GC, GP CHER-PER RUNNING ON EMPTY
RED EUROPEAN BURMESE Neuter
Br/Ow: C. & P. COLEMAN & T. CUJDIK & B. STAIRS

GC, RW JAMIS OLIVER TWIST
BLUE TABBY-WHITE EXOTIC Neuter
Br: J. A. BEMIS & M. AUSPITZ
Ow: JUDITH A. BEMIS

GC JAMIS OOH HELLO DOLLY OF CHER-PER
LILAC TORTIE EUROPEAN BURMESE Female
Br: J. A. BEMIS & M. AUSPITZ
Ow: CHERRY COLEMAN & PERRY D. COLEMAN & JUDITH A. BEMIS

GC JAMIS OOH HELLO DOLLY OF CHER-PER
LILAC TORTIE EUROPEAN BURMESE Female
Br: J. A. BEMIS & M. AUSPITZ
Ow: CHERRY COLEMAN & PERRY D. COLEMAN & JUDITH A. BEMIS

GP KITSU RUN AROUND SUE OF PUR4ME
LILAC TORTIE EUROPEAN BURMESE Spay
Br: NORMAN K. & GERALDINE S. URBAN
Ow: BETH YOAKUM

GC, GP COTN HILL SINGING THE BLUES
BLUE TABBY-WHITE EXOTIC Neuter
Br: GINA HARGETT & ANNET PARINUSSA
Ow: GINA D. HARGETT

GC, GP, RW GROVEWOOD VALENCIA
FLAME LYNX POINT EXOTIC Neuter
Br/Ow: DANIELLE & CAROLINE GRIGGS

GC LAUREDEN MARINA
BLUE-EYED WHITE LONGHAIR EXOTIC Female
Br: HOPE & LAUREN GONANO & T. & C. PROUT
Ow: HOPE GONANO & LAUREN GONANO & EDEN GONANO

GC XOCOL COFFEE KISSES
HAVANA BROWN Female
Br/Ow: M. M. DUCHARME & F. A. O’CONNOR

GC XOCOL ENGLISH TOFFEE SKIES
HAVANA BROWN Female
Br/Ow: M. M. DUCHARME & F. A. O’CONNOR

GC XOCOL KISS ME KATE
HAVANA BROWN Female
Br/Ow: M. M. DUCHARME & F. A. O’CONNOR

GC XOCOL MOCCHA JORIE!
HAVANA BROWN Female
Br: M. M. DUCHARME & F. A. O’CONNOR
Ow: M. DUCHARME, F. O’CONNOR & JORIE GRACEN

GC XOCOL THROUGH COFFEE EYES
HAVANA BROWN Male
Br/Ow: M. M. DUCHARME & F. A. O’CONNOR

GC XOCOL TICKETTO RIDE
HAVANA BROWN Male
Br/Ow: M. M. DUCHARME & F. A. O’CONNOR

GC WYNDCHYMES BELTANE FIRE
RED PATTERNED-WHITE JAPANESE BOBTAIL
SHORTHAIR Male
Br: SEARCH, BISHOP, CRAWFORD & ARCHIBALD
Ow: LYNN SEARCH, VANADIS CRAWFORD & K. BISHOP
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GC WYNDCHYMES DANCE PARTY
MI-KI TRI-COLOR JAPANESE BOBTAIL SHORTHAIR Female
Br: SEARCH, BISHOP, CRAWFORD & ARCHIBALD
Ow: LYNN SEARCH, VANADIS CRAWFORD, KAREN J. BISHOP & CHRISTINA UNANGST

GC WYNDCHYMES KARUMEYAKI
BROWN MACKEREL TABBY-WHITE JAPANESE BOBTAIL SHORTHAIR Male
Br: KAREN BISHOP & JILL ARCHIBALD
Ow: KAREN J. BISHOP, VANADIS CRAWFORD, LYNN K. SEARCH & CHRISTINA UNANGST

GC KAL-LEE CIRRUS OF MOWL SIMA
KORAT Female
Br: ROBERTA WEIHRAUCH, C. & P. COLEMAN
Ow: CHERYL COLEMAN, ROBERTA WEIHRAUCH & PERRY D. COLEMAN

GC ALICOONS CARIBBEAN SKY
SILVER PATCHED TABBY-WHITE MAINE COON CAT Female
Br/Ow: SCOTT and ALISA HAMMONDS

GC ALICOONS SIR WILLIAM HERSCHEL
SILVER TABBY-WHITE MAINE COON CAT Male
Br/Ow: SCOTT and ALISA HAMMONDS

GC ASLANSPAW MARIAH EVE OF JASPURRCATS
BROWN TABBY MAINE COON CAT Female
Br: DONNA HUGHES ENSOR
Ow: BETH FEININGER & MARILEE GRISWOLD

GC CJPAWS PERCY JACKSON
RED TABBY-WHITE MAINE COON CAT Male
Br: CYNTHIA KASPER
Ow: DAVID FRY & CYNTHIA KASPER

GP MAKANACOON'S RED SKY KISSES 4 ALI'I
RED TABBY-WHITE MAINE COON CAT Neuter
Br: PATRICIA K. TAYLOR
Ow: PAGE SHEPHERD & DOT SHEPHERD

GP MEANU TANGLED UP N BLU OF SALONCATS
BLUE MAINE COON CAT Neuter
Br: STELLA GAYLOR
Ow: SALLIE STRINE

GC RALLICATS FRISBEE OF ASLANSPAW
BROWN TABBY MAINE COON CAT Male
Br: NANCY T. MOSES
Ow: DONNA HUGHES ENSOR

GP SAMBERKAT AVA
BROWN PATCHED TABBY MAINE COON CAT Spay
Br: STEVIE STACY
Ow: REX and CHARLOTTE MILLER

GP SAMBERKAT SAINT REMIGIUS
BLACK-WHITE MAINE COON Cat Neuter
Br: STEVIE and BUDDY STACY
Ow: DEB O’DONNELL WILLYARD

GP SAMBERKAT T-REX
BROWN MACKEREL TABBY-WHITE MAINE COON Cat Neuter
Br: STEVIE and BUDDY STACY
Ow: REX MILLER & CHARLOTTE MILLER

GC, RW SEMPERCOONS MASON
RED TABBY-WHITE MAINE COON CAT Male
Br: JEFF & CHERYL HOLMES & M COLE
Ow: JEFF HOLMES & CHERYL HOLMES

GC, GP STORDIRE ORION’S BELT OF COON-FX
BROWN TABBY-WHITE MAINE COON Cat Neuter
Br: R. VALENTINE and M. AUSPITZ
Ow: J. A. BEMIS & RAMONA VALENTINE

GC CHEMICOONS SURPRISE OF SAMBERKAT
BLACK-WHITE MAINE COON Cat Male
Br: LIZ HANSEN
Ow: STEVIE STACY & BUDDY STACY

GC TROPIKOONS SOUTH WIND
SILVER PATCHED TABBY-WHITE MAINE COON CAT Female
Br/Ow: STEPHANIE BOULTER

GP WEBECOONS BELLE
CREAM TABBY-WHITE MAINE COON Cat Neuter
Br: AMY SBARRA
Ow: AMY SBARRA MICHELAND

GP IRUSKHA NEO
CINNAMON SILVER SPOTTED OCICAT Neuter
Br: CATHERINE SILVER, PATRICIA ARNOLD & L. HASLOW
Ow: PATTY ARNOLD & CATHY KENNEDY

GP IRUSKHA TANK
CHOCOLATE SILVER SPOTTED OCICAT Male
Br: CATHERINE KENNEDY, PATRICIA ARNOLD & L. HASLOW
Ow: CATHY KENNEDY & PATTY ARNOLD

GP, RW, AW ROCKN’ SPOTS FRIJOLES CHOCOLATES
CHOCOLATE SPOTTED OCICAT Male
Br: MIKE WAGNER & KAREN HESS
Ow: PETER DEAL & ELIZABETH DEAL

GP, AW ROCKN’ SPOTS HOT TAMALES
CINNAMON SPOTTED OCICAT Neuter
Br: MIKE WAGNER & KAREN HESS
Ow: ELIZABETH DEAL & PETER DEAL

GC, RW LEGGS VIOLET DAWN OF CHER-PER
LAVENDER TICKED TABBY ORIENTAL SHORTHAIR Female
Br: L. VON EGYD & C. MALLARY
Ow: CHERYL COLEMAN, PERRY D. COLEMAN & L. VON EGYD

GP RAKISCATS DUKE ABERNE MORITANI
CREAM LYNX POINT ORIENTAL SHORTHAIR Neuter
Br/Ow: CATHY GALFO

GP BELCATS SATIN DOLL
TORTOISESHELL PERSIAN Female
Br/Ow: DIANA and ROBERT BELFATTO

GP BELCATS SUMMER TIME BLUES
BLUE MACKEREL TABBY PERSIAN Male
Br/Ow: DIANA and ROBERT BELFATTO

GP BURNBRAE’S FRANKIE
SEAL POINT HIMALAYAN PERSIAN Male
Br/Ow: LYN and KEIR KNIGHT

GC, GP, RW CHAR-O’S WINTER OF PARADISO
COBBER-EYED WHITE PERSIAN Neuter
Br: RITCHIE M. TINDALL & MICHAEL H. PIZIALI
Ow: CATHY KENNEDY, PATRICIA ARNOLD & L. HASLOW

GC CUVZZOE OLIVE OF MORO
TORTOISESHELL PERSIAN Female
Br: JUSTIN PELLETIER and ERIC VALENCIA
Ow: JUSTIN L. PELLETIER, ANNE NENIN & ERIC A. VALENCIA
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**CH, GP D’VINE FIRE FALL DOWN**  
RED MACKEREL TABBY PERSIAN Spay  
Br: WILKIN, LUELLEN-KEE & PRICE  
Ow: D. WILKIN, K. LUELLEN-KEE

**GC DI-SARONNO SOME KINDA WONDERFUL**  
CREAM PERSIAN Male  
Br/Ow: CARMEN RUGGIERO

**GC, GP GENASAQUA CARTIER OF SHEVELLE**  
CALICO PERSIAN Spay  
Br: LISA MONICAL  
Ow: SHEREL SEXTON

**GP GIL-VTALES CINDER’S ASH**  
SEAL LYNX POINT HIMALAYAN PERSIAN Neuter  
Br/Ow: LAUREN and SCOTT GILVEY

**GC, NW GROVEWOOD BOURBON STREET**  
SEAL LYNX POINT HIMALAYAN PERSIAN Male  
Br/Ow: DANIELLE and CAROLINE GRIGGS

**GC I-CATCHERS GLAMOUR ME**  
ODD-EYED WHITE PERSIAN Female  
Br: JANE LAMAS and PETER J ROGERS, III  
Ow: JANE M. LAMAS

**GC I-CATCHERS MARSHMALLOO**  
COPPER-EYED WHITE PERSIAN Male  
Br/Ow: JANE LAMAS

**GC JONTI SUNRISE**  
RED PERSIAN Male  
Br/Ow: J. GRECCO & T. K. REAVES

**GC KOPY KAPP MAGNOLIA**  
BLUE-CREAM LYNX POINT HIMALAYAN PERSIAN Female  
Br: JERILYN KAPP  
Ow: JERILYN KAPP & KOLE KAPP

**GC KOPY KAPP’S INDIGO OF GIL-VTALES**  
BLUE POINT PERSIAN Male  
Br: JERILYN & KOLE KAPP  
Ow: SCOTT GILVEY & LAUREN GILVEY

**CH, GP LUV SNOWOAKS PATRIOTS 87 THE GRONK**  
BLACK PERSIAN Neuter  
Br/Ow: SANDY MERCIER

**GC MIRACLE PAWS HEART-OF-JOY**  
FLAME POINT HIMALAYAN PERSIAN Male  
Br: KATHIE BURNEY & TAMMY LEWIS  
Ow: KATHIE S. BOZSIK

**GC MOON CHARM BRAN STARK OF OCALICOS**  
BLACK-WHITE PERSIAN Male  
Br: LUCIA RUGGERI  
Ow: NANCY DUCKETT

**GP NAHFOURA’S WE WILL ROCK YOU**  
FLAME POINT HIMALAYAN PERSIAN Spay  
Br: CAROLYN BAKER & KAREN RAKES  
Ow: KAREN RAKES & ALAN ANTHONY RAKES

**GC OAK BRANCH HEARTSTRINGS**  
FLAME POINT HIMALAYAN PERSIAN Female  
Br/Ow: TAMMY LEWIS

**GC OAK BRANCH LOVESTRUCK OF BURNBRAE**  
SEAL POINT HIMALAYAN PERSIAN Male  
Br: TAMMY LEWIS  
Ow: LYN KNIGHT & TAMMY LEWIS

**GC OCALICOS EL CAPITAN**  
BROWN MACKEREL TABBY-WHITE PERSIAN Male  
Br/Ow: NANCY DUCKETT

**GC PAWS OF HOPE SILVER SPRINGS**  
BLUE-CREAM LYNX POINT HIMALAYAN PERSIAN Female  
Br: HOPE & DAVE STUART  
Ow: HOPE GONANO, LAUREN GONANO METZ & EDEN GONANO

**GC PIRONTI CHAMP OF SAMILAH**  
RED MACKEREL TABBY PERSIAN Male  
Br: TONI PIRONTI  
Ow: R. VALOEZ, R. BISH & T. PIRONTI

**GC PUR-RDREN ME ZAPPA OF SHOW FELINES**  
BLACK-WHITE PERSIAN Male  
Br: DENISE LAWSON  
Ow: JUDITH HEATH

**GC PUR-RDREN ME’S ZELDA FITZROY**  
CALICO PERSIAN Spay  
Br: DENISE LAWSON  
Ow: GARY LAWSON & ELIZABETH ELLIS

**GC SANDYPAWS BEACH BOY**  
FLAME LYNX POINT HIMALAYAN PERSIAN Male  
Br/Ow: CAROLYN BAKER

**GC, GP SEDER RENNES BOLERO OF PARADISO**  
BLACK-WHITE PERSIAN Neuter  
Br: PEGGY M. HUFFMAN & BOBBY HUFFMAN  
Ow: MICHAEL H. PIZIALI & RITCHIE M. TINDALL

**GC, GP RW SUNLIT AMORE OF PARADISO**  
SHADED CAMEO PERSIAN Neuter  
Br: KAREN GREENMAN  
Ow: MICHAEL H. PIZIALI & RITCHIE M. TINDALL

**GP SUNLIT DOLCE OF PARADISO**  
SHADED CREAM PERSIAN Neuter  
Br: KAREN GREENMAN  
Ow: MICHAEL H. PIZIALI & RITCHIE M. TINDALL

**GC TETYH SOUTHERN BELLE**  
BROWN MACKEREL TABBY PERSIAN Female  
Br/Ow: TERRY HYDE

**CH, GP TRANQUILITY SKYFALL**  
CREAM POINT PERSIAN Neuter  
Br: BARBARA COLE & DONNA GUYER  
Ow: BARBARA COLE

**GC, RW VELVETKIST DESIGNER GENES**  
CREAM-WHITE PERSIAN Male  
Br/Ow: NORALYN HEISIG

**GC VELVETKIST ENVIOUS**  
BLUE-WHITE PERSIAN Male  
Br/Ow: NORALYN HEISIG

**GC VONN-BLIS SUMMERTIME OF SNOOKSY**  
TORTOISESHELL PERSIAN Female  
Br: VIRGINIA VAUGHAN  
Ow: S. H. NUNLEY

**GP ENCORE TOO BOSA NOVA BABY**  
BROWN PATCHED TABBY-WHITE RAGAMUFFIN Spay  
Br/Ow: LYNN H. TAIT

**GP LUVNMUFFIN PHOEBE OF ULTIMATERAGS**  
SABLE PATCHED MACKEREL TABBY-WHITE RAGAMUFFIN Spay  
Br: SHARON DECUHINCK  
Ow: KIMBERLEE MARK & STEVEN CLARK

**CH, GP MARTYSMUFFNS MISS BLUEBERRY CUPCAKE**  
BLUE-CREAM-WHITE RAGAMUFFIN Spay  
Br: KAROL STROMMEN MARTY  
Ow: LYNN TAIT

**GC, GP, BW RAGTIME CATS MINKY’S QT PIE**  
NATURAL TORTIE MINK-WHITE RAGAMUFFIN Spay  
Br: LAURA GREGORY  
Ow: LAURA & JOHN GREGORY

**GC KOC-POL CAT MORR II OF PAGATOS**  
BLUE POINT-WHITE RAGDOLL Male  
Br: MONIKA KOC  
Ow: MARGARET KING

**GP PAGATOS MAX**  
RED POINT-WHITE RAGDOLL Neuter  
Br: MARGARET KING  
Ow: ANN WRIGHT, DUSTYN ALTUS & M. KING

**CH, GP PAGATOS PILLOW TALK**  
TORTIE POINT-WHITE RAGDOLL Spay  
Br: MARGARET KING  
Ow: M. KING & A. WRIGHT

**GC, BW, RW TSAR BLU’S ZEVA OF GRISAILLE**  
RUSSIAN BLUE Female  
Br: DONNA FULLER & TASHIA LYONS  
Ow: KAREN BOYCE & DAVID BOYCE

**GP, RW VALNIKA JACOUES OF GRISAILLE**  
RUSSIAN BLUE Neuter  
Br: VALARIE & WILLY WILLIAMSON  
Ow: KAREN BOYCE, WILLY WILLIAMSON & VALARIE J. WILLIAMSON & DAVID BOYCE
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SGC, GP, RW DA’LIND’S MIGUEL OF HIGHLANDKATZ
BROWN TABBY SHORTHAIR SELKIRK REX Neuter
Br: LINDA MORGAN
Ow: LAURA BARKER & DAWN SPINKS

GP HIGHLANDKATZ STORMTROOPER
BLUE TABBY SHORTHAIR SELKIRK REX Neuter
Br: L. BARBER, J. & C. CORNWALL & T. COHEN
Ow: STEPHANIE DORSEY & LAURA BARBER

GC HIGHLANDKATZ TWISTED WHISKERS
BLUE SMOKE SHORTHAIR SELKIRK REX Male
Br: L. BARBER, D. TAYLOR & D. BOVE
Ow: LAURA BARBER

GC SPELLBINDING PAUL OF HIGHLANDKATZ
BROWN TABBY-WHITE SELKIRK REX Male
Br: JAN MELLINGER
Ow: LAURA BARBER & DIANE BOVE

GC ALEXY KEEPER
SEAL POINT SIAMESE Male
Br/Ow: DIANNE & BRUCE ALEXY

GP LANTHA FOREVER IN BLUE JEANS
SEAL POINT SIAMESE Neuter
Br: LANNIE BANKO & L. LICHTENSTEIN
Ow: LANNIE COLEMAN-BANKOS

GP LANTHA LIGHT MY FIRE
SEAL POINT SIAMESE Neuter
Br: BANKOS, LICHTENSTEIN & CRAVEN
Ow: LANNIE COLEMAN-BANKOS

GC TAMAGO SERENA
CHOCOLATE POINT SIAMESE Female
Br/Ow: BARBARA J. FRAZIER

GC TYJUNSEE JOSE CUERVO
SEAL POINT SIAMESE Male
Br/Ow: CAM & KEITH CLOW

GC ELIZAVETE OF BARVINOK
BROWN MACKEREL TABBY-WHITE SIBERIAN Female
Br: IRENE PETRENKO
Ow: BRENDA KUHN

GC GUNSMOKE’S RING-OF-FIRE
RUDDY SOMALI Male
Br/Ow: MAC & CHARLENE MUNRO

GP THECATGARDEN’S HIJINX OF ANDREDIE
RUDDY SOMALI Neuter
Br: J. PITELKA, L. FRIEMOTH & S. BAUGH
Ow: ANDREA COBB

CH, GP CHATEAU BARE’S RED JASPER
RED-WHITE SPHYNX Neuter
Br: HEATHER LIGHTNER, LESSEE
Ow: DASHA C. LEACH

CH, GP GODZ RUBY BEGONIA OF ZORK’S STARS
BLUE-CREAM SPHYNX Spay
Br: JUDITH W. PRICE
Ow: JULIA ZORKO & NATALIYA KUBASOVA

GC, NW PINUCAPS SUPA DUMA FLY OF KUORII
BLACK-WHITE SPHYNX Male
Br: CYNDEE HILL
Ow: CYNDEE HILL, PAOLO CARNEVALETTI & SOPHIA STAPLES

GC AMIMAO’S GISELLE ROSEMARY
PLATINUM POINT TONKINESE Female
Br: CHI LEE
Ow: CATHERINE LORRAINE MCNEESE & CHI LEE

GP BEAU CHAT’S RANGER
PLATINUM SOLID TONKINESE Neuter
Br: BOBBIE RUBEL
Ow: MICHELLE J. KING

GC, GP MAYTIME ZYRKALO MIRA
PLATINUM POINT TONKINESE Spay
Br/Ow: JANE M. SMITH

GC, BW, RW MINKITTY LIMONCELLO OF AQUABELLA
CHAMPAGNE MINK TONKINESE Female
Br: NANCY ANN MIKITA
Ow: CATHERINE MC NEESE & ERIC ALLEN WHITE

CH, GP PURRTEK KONO
PLATINUM MINK TONKINESE Neuter
Br: BETH CASSELY
Ow: MICHELLE KING

CH, GP, RW QT-TONKS DARK SIDE-OF-THE MOON
NATURAL MINK TONKINESE Spay
Br: H. & D. BOURGEOS & C. & D. PARKER
Ow: JANE SMITH

GC, NW SEAFLOWER’S REMINGTON ROSE
PLATINUM POINT TONKINESE Male
Br/Ow: CLINTON & DEBORAH PARKER

GP SEAFLOWER’S TIMMY ROSE
CHAMPAGNE POINT TONKINESE Neuter
Br/Ow: CLINTON & DEBORAH PARKER

GP, NW, AW WAN-LEA BOND BOY BOND JAMES BOND
CHAMPAGNE MINK TONKINESE Neuter
Br: BOB & CLAIRE DUBIT and WANDA MARTIN
Ow: CLAIRE DUBIT, WANDA MARTIN & BOB DUBIT

GC, RW WAN-LEA BOND BOY DANIEL CRAIG
PLATINUM MINK TONKINESE Male
Br: BOB DUBIT, CLAIRE DUBIT and WANDA MARTIN
Ow: WANDA MARTIN & BOB DUBIT & CLAIRE DUBIT

GC, RW, AW WAN-LEA BOND GIRL SOLITAIRE
CHAMPAGNE POINT TONKINESE Female
Br: BOB & CLAIRE DUBIT and WANDA MARTIN
Ow: WANDA MARTIN, BOB & CLAIRE DUBIT

GP JE RIS REMY LEBEAU
GREEN-EYED WHITE TURKISH ANGORA Neuter
Br: M. & G. & B. EPSTEIN and K. DELMONT
Ow: MARGUERITE EPSTEIN, GLENN EPSTEIN, BARBARA EPSTEIN & R. RICE
Congratulations to All!
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